Daily Announcements February 2012 by Wofford College.  Office of Marketing and Communications
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 1, 2012
Date: February 1, 2012 at 8:26 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 01, 2012
Today's Events
Poster Session--Forensic Science Interim: The Mystery of Lyle and Louise
Independent Research Projects Symposium




Dining Services Hours - End of Interim




Poster Session--Forensic Science Interim: The Mystery of Lyle and Louise
Date/Time: 2/1/2012 9:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall (RMSC)
Cost: Free
Details: Come and see what the students in the Forensic Science Interim did this month--how they
used forensic science to solve a mysterious crime. The student investigators will introduce you to the
crime and explain the techniques/methods they utilized to render a recreation/hypothesis of what they
deduced occurred. The poster session will be from 9 until 10:30 a.m., on Wednesday, Feb 1, in Great
Oaks Hall (RMSC).
Contact: Jameica B Hill
Email: hilljb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4635
Independent Research Projects Symposium
Date/Time: 2/1/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Students in the Independent Projects in the Humanities and Sciences interim courses will be
presenting their research in Olin Theater from 1-4:15 p.m. You are welcome to come to 1 or all 18
presenting their research in Olin Theater from 1-4:15 p.m. You are welcome to come to 1 or all 18
presentations. Topics range from app development to genetic research to identifying birds of the
Andean Cloud Forest! Students’ names, titles, and approximate presentation time (and individual blogs




Dinner and Discourse: Health Care Then and Now: Assessing the Current State of Health Care
in the U.S.
Date/Time: 2/1/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V Dining Facility and Room 113
Cost: See below
Details: Professors David Alvis, Bob Moss, and Charles Kay will present on the current challenges and
opportunities in U.S. Health Care. Dr. Alvis will discuss the legal status of the current public health care
law. Dr. Moss will explain the challenges of health care policy in the U.S. Dr. Kay will discuss issues
facing doctor and patient choices regarding lifesaving procedures. Please join us for this informative
and entertaining panel. (Open to Wofford faculty, staff and students.) (Note: Students on meal plan may






Details: ATTENTION GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA STUDENTS! Don't miss out on this
opportunity to help fund your college education. If you are a resident of the following counties, you are
eligible to apply for the 2012-2013 Watson-Brown Foundation Scholarship. In SC: – Greenville,
Spartanburg, Edgefield, Abbeville & McCormick counties. In Georgia: Burke, Columbia, Glascock,
Jefferson, Lincoln, McDuffie, Richmond, Taliaferro, Warren & Wilkes counties. Award amounts are
$3000 or $5000 a year for up to four years of undergraduate studies. The Watson-Brown Foundation
will award 200 new students for the 2012-2013 academic year. Students may attend any four-year
accredited non-profit college or university in the country. For a link to the online the application and




Dining Services Hours - End of Interim
Details:
Burwell Dining Hall
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close after lunch at 1 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 5: Open for Brunch at 10:30 a.m.
Zach's Foot Court
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Dinner from 5-7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 2: Brunch 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Dinner 5-7 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 3: Brunch 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Dinner 5-7 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 4: Brunch 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Dinner 5-7 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 5: Open at 2 p.m.
Java City Campus Life
Java City Campus Life
Open regular hours until 10 p.m.
Java City Acorn Café
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close at Noon
Monday, Feb. 6: Open Regular Hours
Phase V Restaurant
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close at Noon
Monday, Feb. 6: Open Regular Hours
Phase V Market




IM Basketball Signups Deadline Tomorrow
Details: Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or to sign up as an individual to be placed on a team.
The leagues are: Men's Competitive, Men's Good Times, and Women's. Games begin next week.





Details: Are you looking for a fun, flexible on-campus job that pays competitively? Well Wofford on Call
is hiring! We offer afternoon and evening hours to fit your academic and social life. Plus, we offer
bonuses and incentives based on your performance and length of employment—each semester you
are eligible for a $100 bonus! Not only will Wofford on Call build your purse, but you will gain valuable
fundraising, marketing and communications experience to help build your resume. To learn more about
the program and apply online checkout our website:





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MEMO TO FACULTY AND STAFF: Delta Delta Delta Philanthropy Event
Date: February 1, 2012 at 3:51 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. If you wish to participate, please email
Cayla Eddy at eddyce@email.wofford.edu.
 
It's that time of year again! It's time for Delta Delta Delta's annual philanthropy event,
Smooch the Pooch. The event will take place on Wednesday, February 15th at the men's
basketball game against Elon, beginning at 7 PM. 
 
I am sending this email to ask if there any of y'all that would be willing to participate in our
event?
 
For those of you who are wondering, Smooch the Pooch raises money for our partner
philanthropy, St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. Delta Delta Delta nationally set a goal
in 2006 of raising $10 million in 10 years. We reached that goal in 2010. Following that, in
2010 our national office set a goal of raising $15 million in 5 years. To date we have raised
$5.2 million. 
 
Now the way that our staff and professors can help is by agreeing to participate in our event.
If you agree to participate we will place jugs in Burwell and Zach's, where students may
donate money to the staff member or professor of their choice. The staff member with the
most money by Monday, February 13th will have to kiss a Boston Terrier dog at halftime of
the men's game. 
 
If you would like to participate please email me back at eddyce@email.wofford.edu by







Delta Delta Delta Philanthropy Chairman
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, February 2, 2012
Date: February 2, 2012 at 8:36 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, February 02, 2012
 
Announcements
Dining Services Hours - End of Interim
Spartanburg Day School Open House
JOB: Part-time Car Wash Attendant
LIVE TWEETING TODAY: Sophomore Experience




Dining Services Hours - End of Interim
Details:
Burwell Dining Hall
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close after lunch at 1 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 5: Open for Brunch at 10:30 a.m.
Zach's Foot Court
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Dinner from 5-7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 2: Brunch 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Dinner 5-7 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 3: Brunch 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Dinner 5-7 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 4: Brunch 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Dinner 5-7 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 5: Open at 2 p.m.
Java City Campus Life
Open regular hours until 10 p.m.
Java City Acorn Café
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close at Noon
Monday, Feb. 6: Open Regular Hours
Phase V Restaurant
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close at Noon
Monday, Feb. 6: Open Regular Hours
Phase V Market
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close at 10 p.m.





Spartanburg Day School Open House
Details: Spartanburg Day School invites all faculty and staff to their Open House on Thursday, Feb. 9,
or Friday, Feb. 10 from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. each day. Learn about our wonderful programs and about $1000




JOB: Part-time Car Wash Attendant
Details: Whatta Wash Car Wash at 2414 Reidville Rd. in Spartanburg (between Walgreens and Dave
Edwards Toyota) needs a part-time worker. Pay is $8/hour, approximately 20 hours per week (lots of
Sundays). No work on rainy days. This employer would be very flexible with your class and vacation
schedule. To apply, visit the car wash or send a resume to whattawash1@yahoo.com (attention: Diane
Dew). 
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
LIVE TWEETING TODAY: Sophomore Experience
Details: Sophomore tweeps - if you can't attend the Sophomore Experience (today and tomorrow in
Greenville), you can follow the event on Twitter live or at a time that's convenient for you. Follow
@woffordcs to keep up with what's happening in real time, or search #woffordse12 to view all the
conference tweets. 
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
IM Basketball Signup Deadline Today
Details: Today is the deadline to sign up for Intramural Basketball. Email Coach Traylor to enter a
team, or to sign up as an individual to be placed on a team. The leagues are: Men's Competitive, Men's





Details: Do you like serving others? Do you enjoy meeting new people? Well Alpha Phi Omega is the
organization for you. Alpha Phi Omega is one of the country's leading co-ed Service Fraternities and
the current members of Wofford's chapter are looking for fresh faces! If this sounds like something you
want to be a part of then complete the application at the following link





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.




Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, February 3, 2012
Date: February 3, 2012 at 8:39 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu





Helmus Writing & Photo contest
Watson-Brown Scholarship Opportunity
Dining Services Hours - End of Interim
 
Upcoming Events
Yearbook Class Photos 
Date/Time: 2/7/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: LAST CHANCE. Come and get your picture taken for the yearbook! We will be set up in the
lobby of Burwell on Feb. 7 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. This is for everyone...including seniors! Don't miss





Helmus Writing & Photo contest
Details: Want to be published in Wofford's literary journal? We are now accepting submissions for the
2012 Journal. Please submit short stories (no more than 1 entry; 3,000 words), poetry (no more than 3
entries; 150 lines or less each), and/or photos (no more than 3 entries) to helmuscontest@gmail.com






Details: ATTENTION GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA STUDENTS!! Don't miss out on this
opportunity to help fund your college education. If you are a resident of the following counties, you are
eligible to apply for the 2012-2013 Watson-Brown Foundation Scholarship. In SC: – Greenville,
Spartanburg, Edgefield, Abbeville & McCormick counties. In Georgia: Burke, Columbia, Glascock,
Jefferson, Lincoln, McDuffie, Richmond, Taliaferro, Warren & Wilkes counties. Award amounts are
$3000 or $5000 a year for up to four years of undergraduate studies. The Watson-Brown Foundation
will award 200 new students for the 2012-2013 academic year. Students may attend any four-year
accredited non-profit college or university in the country. For a link to the online the application and
other specific information, please visit www.watson-brown.org. THE DEADLINE TO APPLY IS




Dining Services Hours - End of Interim
Details:
Burwell Dining Hall 
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close after lunch at 1 p.m. 
Sunday, Feb. 5: Open for Brunch at 10:30 a.m. 
Zach's Foot Court 
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Dinner from 5-7 p.m. 
Thursday, Feb. 2: Brunch 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Dinner 5-7 p.m. 
Friday, Feb. 3: Brunch 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Dinner 5-7 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 4: Brunch 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Dinner 5-7 p.m. 
Sunday, Feb. 5: Open at 2 p.m. 
Java City Campus 
Life Open regular hours until 10 p.m. 
Java City Acorn Cafe 
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close at Noon Monday, Feb. 6: Open Regular Hours 
Phase V Restaurant 
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close at Noon Monday, Feb. 6: Open Regular Hours 
Phase V Market 
Wednesday, Feb. 1: Close at 10 p.m. 




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford Basketball Doubleheader Saturday!
Date: February 2, 2012 at 10:46 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
WOFFORD BASKETBALL DOUBLEHEADER THIS SATURDAY!
The Wofford men’s and women’s basketball teams are in action Saturday inside Benjamin Johnson




2:00 pm                                Men vs. Samford
Terriers have won 6 straight to end January as they look to keep the momentum going into
February.  Only THREE home games remain including Saturday.
 
6:00 pm                                Women vs. Chattanooga
Ladies picked up the 10th win of the season Monday with a 15-point win over Ga. Southern. 
 
MONDAY! 6:00 pm          Women vs. Samford      (ESPN3)
The Wofford women are back in action Monday night at 6:00 – the game will be televised on
ESPN3 and will be only the second home televised game in women’s basketball program history.
BURWELL will be served in the Ben Johnson Arena Monday night, so all students are invited to
come out and support the women’s basketball team Monday night.
 
 
VOTE FOR THE BEST OF JANUARY!
Be sure to log onto woffordterriers.com and vote for the “Best of January” as we look back on an
exciting month of Terrier basketball.  Voting for the Best of January closes Saturday afternoon! 
The “Best of” poll becomes a new monthly feature at woffordterriers.com with each month’s




Assistant Athletic Director – Marketing & Promotions
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St., Spartanburg, SC 29303
P   864.597.4110      F   864.597.4129
mathisld@wofford.edu
Facebook: Wofford Terriers   Twitter: @WoffordTerriers
LET’S GO.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford Basketball Doubleheader Saturday!
Date: February 3, 2012 at 9:22 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
WOFFORD BASKETBALL DOUBLEHEADER THIS SATURDAY!
The Wofford men’s and women’s basketball teams are in action Saturday inside Benjamin Johnson




2:00 pm                                Men vs. Samford
Terriers have won 6 straight to end January as they look to keep the momentum going into
February.  Only THREE home games remain including Saturday.
 
6:00 pm                                Women vs. Chattanooga
Ladies picked up the 10th win of the season Monday with a 15-point win over Ga. Southern. 
 
MONDAY! 6:00 pm          Women vs. Samford      (ESPN3)
The Wofford women are back in action Monday night at 6:00 – the game will be televised on
ESPN3 and will be only the second home televised game in women’s basketball program history.
BURWELL will be served in the Ben Johnson Arena Monday night, so all students are invited to
come out and support the women’s basketball team Monday night.
 
 
VOTE FOR THE BEST OF JANUARY!
Be sure to log onto woffordterriers.com and vote for the “Best of January” as we look back on an
exciting month of Terrier basketball.  Voting for the Best of January closes Saturday afternoon! 
The “Best of” poll becomes a new monthly feature at woffordterriers.com with each month’s




Assistant Athletic Director – Marketing & Promotions
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St., Spartanburg, SC 29303
P   864.597.4110      F   864.597.4129
mathisld@wofford.edu
Facebook: Wofford Terriers   Twitter: @WoffordTerriers
LET’S GO.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, Feb. 6, 2012
Date: February 6, 2012 at 9:05 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, February 06, 2012
Today's Events
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quad-Header Tonight
Upcoming Events
Yearbook Class Photo – LAST CHANCE
Study Abroad in Argentina
RA Info Session
Interested in an Internship in New York City?
Senior Date Auction
Announcements
Due Feb. 10-Internship and Award Opportunities
Palmetto Academy Program Internships
Field Botany Open to Non-Biology Majors
Campus-Wide Pluralism Discussion with the Interfaith Youth Core
FYI Student Staff Application Available Online
Flu Vaccines Still Available in Health Services




"Fitness @ 5:30" Quad-Header Tonight
Date/Time: 2/6/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Yearbook Class Photo 
Date/Time: 2/6/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: ABSOLUTLEY LAST TWO CHANCES. Come and get your picture taken for the yearbook!
Don’t SHY away! We will be set up in the lobby of Burwell on Feb. 7 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. This is for
everyone...including seniors! Don't miss out! The last day for having your photo taken is Feb. 8 from 11




Study Abroad in Argentina
Date/Time: 2/7/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying in Argentina during the semester or summer should attend to
hear more about their program options through the Center for Cross-Cultural Study.




Date/Time: 2/7/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: The Pit in Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: Live from Wofford, it's Residence Life! Interesting in being part of our amazing cast? The RA
info session will answer all of your questions about the position! Come out and learn more about an




Interested in an Internship in New York City?
Date/Time: 2/8/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Daniel 102
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in learning more about internship opportunities with the Bard Globalization
and International Affairs (BGIA) program in Manhattan should attend this meeting.








Details: Don't miss out on your chance to spend time with some of Wofford's most eligible. Bring cash
or check to bid. The highest bidders win a date with their favorite senior. Group dinners with faculty and





Due Feb. 10-Internship and Award Opportunities
Details: The SC Space Grant Consortium (SCSGC) has many funded programs, including summer
research internship opportunities, in South Carolina and nationally. The online application system is
now open and ready to accept proposals and applications for the following student programs: -
Undergraduate Research Program -Graduate Assistantships -Kathy Sullivan Fellowship Awards -Pre-
Service Teacher Awards All applications are due Feb. 10. You can get to the application form via our
SC Space Grant site: http://spinner.cofc.edu/~scsgrant/scholar/overview.html. Each of the programs
has their own web site. From this site, students can directly apply from there for that particular program,
after registering and logging in. Please contact Dr. Angela Shiflet (shifletab@wofford.edu), Wofford's




Palmetto Academy Program Internships
Details: The Palmetto Academy Program, sponsored by the SC Space Grant Consortium, offers 10-
week summer research internship opportunities across South Carolina. Research topics are in such
areas as biomedical science, chemistry, geology, and astrophysics. A detailed list of research topics
and student application forms are at http://spinner.cofc.edu/~scsgrant/research/PA.html. The deadline




Field Botany Open to Non-Biology majors
Details: There are spaces available in Bio. 372, Field Biology, and course prerequisites can be waived
for interested students. Students will learn the common plants (150, plant communities (12, and plant
families (22) in the mountains and piedmont of S.C., as well as how to identify unknown plants using
dichotomous keys. Class is Tuesday-Thursday 8:00-9:20 a.m. and lab is Tuesday 2:30-5:30 p.m. For




Campus-Wide Pluralism Discussion with the Interfaith Youth Core
Details: Did you take the Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate Survey last semester? Are you
curious about what Wofford students, staff, and faculty think about religious, non-religious, and spiritual
life on campus? And most importantly, do you like free snacks? Please come join us on Thursday, Feb.
9, at 4 p.m. in Phase V, room 113. You can much on snacks with your peers, hear the results of the
9, at 4 p.m. in Phase V, room 113. You can much on snacks with your peers, hear the results of the
survey, and learn about trends in religious and spiritual life at Wofford, and on college campuses
across the country.
Contact: Trina Janiec Jones
Email: joneskj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4638
FYI Student Staff Application Available Online
Details: Interested in being a part of the FYI Student Staff for fall 2012? Apply to be an RPM or a
member of the Orientation Staff by applying online at www.wofford.edu/orientaton/staffApplication/.
Interest Meetings are being held in McMillan Theater on the following dates: Feb. 14 @ 11 a.m., Feb.





Flu Vaccines Still Available in Health Services
Details: Flu vaccines are still available in Health Services at a discounted price of $10. The best
prevention is to wash your hands with soap and water several times a day to avoid colds, the stomach




IOF Mentoring Information Session
Details: IOF, Investing in Our Future, is a mentoring organization geared towards mentoring high
school students from Spartanburg High School. If you would like to be a part of this effort to be a great






Details: Do you like serving others? Do you enjoy meeting new people? Well Alpha Phi Omega is the
organization for you. Alpha Phi Omega is one of the country's leading co-ed Service Fraternities and
the current members of Wofford's chapter are looking for fresh faces! If this sounds like something you
want to be a part of then complete the application at the following link





Lost: A large Wofford Tervis Tumbler was lost at the men's basketball game on Saturday. It was left in
the wooden bleachers behind the Wofford bench on the side with the pep band. The cup has the
Wofford logo on the side and an orange cap. It was a gift of sentimental value and it would be greatly
appreciated if it was returned. 




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Burwell night in the Ben Johnson Arena Tonight! Wofford women's hoops on ESPN3
Date: February 6, 2012 at 9:40 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
BURWELL NIGHT IN THE BEN JOHNSON ARENA!
 
The Wofford women’s basketball team will make only its second appearance on TV in the history
of the program tonight at 6:00 pm as the Terriers host Samford inside the Benjamin Johnson
Arena. 
 
Tonight is Burwell Night -  the evening meal for campus will be served on the West Concourse
for Wofford students in support of the Terriers.  Tonight’s game will be televised on ESPN3 as part
of the SoCon Game of the Week package.
 
Tonight’s contest is our second “Pack the House Pink” event, all those wearing pink to the game
will be able to get in free as will all children age 12 and under. The Fairforest Elementary Choir
will sing tonight’s anthem and the “Pantherettes” cheerleaders from Pine Street School will cheer
at halftime.
 
Come out and cheer on the Terriers tonight as our women’s basketball team takes to the court for
the national TV cameras!
 
Lenny Mathis
Assistant Athletic Director – Marketing & Promotions
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St., Spartanburg, SC 29303
P   864.597.4110      F   864.597.4129
mathisld@wofford.edu
Facebook: Wofford Terriers   Twitter: @WoffordTerriers
LET’S GO.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: NOTE FROM DAN MATHEWSON: Intramural Basketball
Date: February 6, 2012 at 2:21 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. If you wish to participate, or comment,
please email Dan Mathewson at mathewsondb@wofford.edu.
 
Dear Faculty & Staff “Athletes” –
 
This is the official email wherein I rally the faculty & staff troops for the upcoming
intramural season. Normally, such emails are full of laughable hyperbole about the inherent
athletic abilities of the faculty and staff, along with delusional visions of upcoming
intramural glory. I’m in no mood, however, to regale you with athletic fantasies at the
moment. Mostly, I’m just angry about the disgraceful way that the recent intramural
dodgeball season ended for the faculty/staff team: a decisive loss in the semi-finals, and a
season-ending injury for yours truly. 
 
I know you all share my anger, my frustration, and my wounded sense of athletic
competence.  I also know you share my desire for redemption. 
 
The time has now come to channel our collective rage into the upcoming intramural
basketball season! I will begin the season on the injured reserve list (a “lower body injury,”
as they say in hockey), but rest assured, I will be an inexhaustible fount of vitriol that will
nourish and sustain you as you unleash your basketball fury on our hapless undergraduate
foes. 
 
Occupy Andrews Field House! We shall be redeemed!
 
Who’s in? Send me an email if you are: mathewsondb@wofford.edu. Games start next








Assistant Professor of Religion
Wofford 





Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, February 7, 2012
Date: February 7, 2012 at 9:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, February 07, 2012
Today's Events
Today is the DAY – Yearbook Class Photos
Camp Merrie-Woode Paid Internships...On Campus Today
Study Abroad in Argentina
PSA at the Table
PSA Tuesdays
Today’s Fitness Classes @ Richardson
RA Info Session
Upcoming Events
Interested in an Internship in New York City?
Auditions for SILENCE
Wofford World Leaders Speaker Series
Santee Cooper Lecture Series
Wake Forest School of Business Information Session
Take Action Against Poverty
Announcements
Watson-Brown Scholarship Opportunity
Field Botany open to non-biology majors
Campus-Wide Pluralism Discussion with the Interfaith Youth Core




Today is the Day - Yearbook Class Photos 
Date/Time: 2/7/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: LAST CHANCE. Come and get your picture taken for the yearbook! We will be set up in the
lobby of Burwell TODAY from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. This is for everyone...including seniors! Don't miss out!
lobby of Burwell TODAY from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. This is for everyone...including seniors! Don't miss out!





Camp Merrie-Woode Paid Internships...On Campus Today
Date/Time: 2/7/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Camp Merrie-Wood will be on campus today from 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. with information about





Study Abroad in Argentina
Date/Time: 2/7/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying in Argentina during the semester or summer should attend to
hear more about their program options through the Center for Cross-Cultural Study.
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
PSA at the Table
Date/Time: 2/7/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Outside of Zach's, in front of Java City
Cost: Free
Details: All students are invited to join the Presbyterian STUDENT Association as we discuss






Date/Time: 2/7/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House
Cost: Free
Details: Come to the PSA House (across from the main gates of Wofford) and fellowship with college
students from the Spartanburg area as we enjoy a warm meal and Bible study. This semester we're




Today’s Fitness Classes @ Richardson
Date/Time: 2/7/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 2/7/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: The Pit in Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: Live from Wofford, it's Residence Life! Interesting in being part of our amazing cast? The RA
info session will answer all of your questions about the position! Come out tonight and learn more





Interested in an Internship in New York City?
Date/Time: 2/8/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Daniel 102
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in learning more about internship opportunities with the Bard Globalization
and International Affairs (BGIA) program in Manhattan should attend this meeting.




Date/Time: 2/8/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Auditions for the Wofford Theatre Department's spring show: SILENCE is on Wednesday,
February 8 and Thursday, February 9 at 6:30 p.m., in the Tony White Theater in the Campus Life
Building. It is highly encouraged for all students wanting to audition to read the script, which is available
on the Course Reserves in the Wofford Library under Professor Dan Day. If you are interested in being
involved in the show in other capacities (i.e. backstage work, light board operator, assistant stage




Wofford World Leaders Speaker Series
Date/Time: 2/8/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: Please join the Association of Multicultural Students and the Center for Professional
Excellence for their first event of the semester! Mr. Doug Jones, '69, Wofford's 1st African American
Excellence for their first event of the semester! Mr. Doug Jones, '69, Wofford's 1st African American
graduate, will be discussing his experience at Wofford and beyond. The event will take place in Phase




Santee Cooper Lecture Series
Date/Time: 2/8/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Jack Byrne, director of the Sustainability Integration Office at Middlebury College, and Allyn
Steele, Wofford's former director of Community Sustainability, will address "Choices and
Consequences: A Conversation About Change in the Sustainability Landscape at Wofford and





Wake Forest School of Business Information Session
Date/Time: 2/9/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence Conference Room
Cost: Free
Details: Admissions representative John Montana will be on-campus to meet with Wofford students to
discuss Wake Forest graduate business programs for all majors, including: Master of Arts in
Management (MA): A 10-month graduate business program that prepares liberal arts, science and
engineering majors for careers in finance, consulting, marketing and general management. Master of
Science in Accountancy (MSA): A top-ranked 12- to 18-month graduate accounting program that
prepares students for careers at top accounting firms or major corporations worldwide. He will also be





Take Action Against Poverty
Date/Time: 2/9/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 219
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford chapter of RESULTS is hosting a meeting on Feb. 9, to take action on reducing
poverty in the U.S. At the meeting, we'll get an update from RESULTS staff on the latest actions in
Congress on poverty reduction and then write letters urging our members of Congress to support for
policies that protect low-income Americans. Take this opportunity to make your voice heard! To learn






Details: ATTENTION GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA STUDENTS!! Don't miss out on this
opportunity to help fund your college education. If you are a resident of the following counties, you are
eligible to apply for the 2012-2013 Watson-Brown Foundation Scholarship. In SC: – Greenville,
Spartanburg, Edgefield, Abbeville & McCormick counties. In Georgia: Burke, Columbia, Glascock,
Jefferson, Lincoln, McDuffie, Richmond, Taliaferro, Warren & Wilkes counties. Award amounts are
$3000 or $5000 a year for up to four years of undergraduate studies. The Watson-Brown Foundation
will award 200 new students for the 2012-2013 academic year. Students may attend any four-year
accredited non-profit college or university in the country. For a link to the online the application and
other specific information, please visit www.watson-brown.org. THE DEADLINE TO APPLY IS




Field Botany Open to Non-Biology Majors
Details: There are spaces available in Bio. 372, Field Biology, and course prerequisites can be waived
for interested students. Students will learn the common plants (150, plant communities (12, and plant
families (22) in the mountains and piedmont of SC, as well as how to identify unknown plants using
dichotomous keys. Class is Tuesday-Thursday 8 - 9:20 a.m. and lab is Tuesday 2:30-5:30 p.m. For




Campus-Wide Pluralism Discussion with the Interfaith Youth Core
Details: Did you take the Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate Survey last semester? Are you
curious about what Wofford students, staff, and faculty think about religious, non-religious, and spiritual
life on campus? And most importantly, do you like free snacks? Please come join us on Thursday, Feb.
9, at 4 p.m. in Phase V, room 113. You can much on snacks with your peers, hear the results of the
survey, and learn about trends in religious and spiritual life at Wofford, and on college campuses
across the country.
Contact: Trina Janiec Jones
Email: joneskj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4638
IOF Mentoring Information Session
Details: IOF, Investing in Our Future, is a mentoring organization geared towards mentoring high
school students from Spartanburg High School. If you would like to be a part of this effort to be a great






Details: Are you interested in working in social media, marketing, graphic design, software
development or healthcare research/grant writing? Apply by Feb. 24 to be considered for an interview
with several tech companies currently housed in Greenville's NEXT Innovation Center. Candidates will
be chosen to interview with a panel of company representatives on March 5. Apply at
http://www.interngreenville.com/. And don't forget - Career Services staff can help you develop a stellar
resume and prepare you for an interview. Don't wait until it's too late - visit the Career Services website
resume and prepare you for an interview. Don't wait until it's too late - visit the Career Services website
at www.wofford.edu/center/careerservices to schedule a counseling session.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 8, 2012
Date: February 8, 2012 at 9:00 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 08, 2012
Today's Events
Yearbook Class Photo - LAST DAY, LAST CHANCE
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple-Header
Auditions for SILENCE





LET'S GO. Women's Tennis Hosts USC Upstate Thursday
WAC and AMS Present Trivia/Unplugged with Levi Stephens
Law School Application Process and Review
Announcements
Helmus Writing & Photo contest
RA Applications Now Available
Campus-Wide Pluralism Discussion with the Interfaith Youth Core
Creative work on display
Call for Papers
Where in the World is Wofford?
Qigong Class Tonight @ 5:00 @ Gibbs
TIME CHANGE: Wake Forest Business School Info Session
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
JOB: Accounting Major Needed for Part-Time Work
 
Today's Events
Yearbook Class Photo - LAST DAY, LAST CHANCE




Details: LAST CHANCE, LAST DAY. Come and get your picture taken for the yearbook! We will be set
up in The Commons TODAY from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. DON'T MISS OUT. Absolutely the last day to have
your photo taken in a controlled environment! Otherwise we might have to rely on the hidden cameras




"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple-Header
Date/Time: 2/8/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 2/8/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Auditions for the Wofford Theatre Department's spring show: SILENCE is on Wednesday, Feb.
8 and Thursday, Feb. 9 at 6:30 p.m. in the Tony White Theater in the Campus Life Building. It is highly
encouraged for all students wanting to audition to read the script, which is available on the Course
Reserves in the Wofford Library under Professor Dan Day. If you are interested in being involved in the
show in other capacities (i.e. backstage work, light board operator, assistant stage manager), you are




Santee Cooper Lecture Series
Date/Time: 2/8/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Jack Byrne, director of the Sustainability Integration Office at Middlebury College, and Allyn
Steele, Wofford's former director of Community Sustainability, will address "Choices and
Consequences: A Conversation About Change in the Sustainability Landscape at Wofford and






Date/Time: 2/8/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Don't miss out on your chance to spend time with some of Wofford's most eligible. Bring cash
or check to bid. The highest bidders win a date with their favorite senior. Group dinners with faculty and






Date/Time: 2/8/2012 9:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Campus Outreach invites everyone to our first gathering of the semester. Take a break from
studying (what studying? The semester just started!) and join us for a night of fellowship, music and






Date/Time: 2/9/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: The Pit in Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: Live from Wofford, it's Residence Life! Interesting in being part of our amazing cast? The RA
info session will answer all of your questions about the position! Come out and learn more about an




LET'S GO. Women's Tennis Hosts USC Upstate Thursday
Date/Time: 2/9/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: Reeves Tennis Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford women's tennis team is back in action at the Reeves Tennis Center Thursday at 2
p.m. to face USC Upstate. Come out and support the Terriers Thursday afternoon! MEN'S TENNIS AT
HOME SATURDAY. The Wofford men's tennis team is at home this Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m. to




WAC and AMS Present Trivia/Unplugged with Levi Stephens
Date/Time: 2/9/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Phase V Galleria
Cost: Free
Details: Come out tomorrow night to Phase V Galleria for Music Trivia and the sounds of singer
songwriter Levi Stephens at Wofford UNPlugged! Free giveaways, $100 grand prize, raffle, and more!
Discovering Levi Stephens' music is like enjoying a surprisingly great meal at the local cafe you've
passed a thousand times before finally deciding to stop in. You thought you knew what you were
getting into, but this is something more. It’s refreshing --a pleasant surprise that a new artist in an
industry plagued by dying creativity chooses to follow in the tradition of those classic singer-songwriters
that came before. His debut album, “This Way” goes far beyond the confines of R&B and seamlessly
that came before. His debut album, “This Way” goes far beyond the confines of R&B and seamlessly





Law School Application Process and Review
Date/Time: 2/13/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: The Center for Professional Excellence, West Wing, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Considering applying to law or graduate school? Two law school deans of admission will be on
campus to talk with interested students about the law school application process and provide
application reviews. Dean Michelle Rahman has been director of Admissions at the University of
Richmond School of Law since 1990. Dean Rahman manages the full admissions process, from
recruiting prospective students and evaluating applications to facilitating decision-making with the
Admissions Committee. John S. Benfield is a 1978 Wofford graduate and the Associate Dean for
Admissions, Administration and Alumni Development. From 2003- 2004 he served as Assistant Dean,
Admissions and Financial Aid at the Charleston School of Law. From 1993 to 2003, Benfield served as
the Assistant Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid at the University of South Carolina School of Law.




Helmus Writing & Photo contest
Details: Want to be published in Wofford's literary journal? We are now accepting submissions for the
2012 Journal. Please submit short stories (no more than 1 entry; 3,000 words), poetry (no more than 3
entries; 150 lines or less each), and/or photos (no more than 3 entries) to helmuscontest@gmail.com




RA Applications Now Available
Details: Live from Wofford, it's Residence Life! Interesting in being part of our amazing cast? Looking
for a great employment and leadership opportunity on campus? Then apply to be an RA! Applications




Campus-Wide Pluralism Discussion with the Interfaith Youth Core
Details: Did you take the Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate Survey last semester? Are you
curious about what Wofford students, staff, and faculty think about religious, non-religious, and spiritual
life on campus? And most importantly, do you like free snacks? Please come join us on Thursday, Feb.
9 at 4 p.m. in Phase V, room 113. You can much on snacks with your peers, hear the results of the
survey, and learn about trends in religious and spiritual life at Wofford, and on college campuses
across the country.
Contact: Trina Janiec Jones
Contact: Trina Janiec Jones
Email: joneskj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4638
Creative Work on Display
Details: Students in Dr. Hitchmough's Classic Read Interim this January were required to spend at
least three hours on a creative project related to one of the novels they read. Some of the results are





Details: The annual Conference on Gender will be held this year on March 27 at 4 p.m. in the
Montgomery Room. It will feature up to 8 undergraduate presentations of scholarly work related to
gender. If you have completed an excellent research project or paper on an issue of gender and would
like to have your work considered for the conference, please send an abstract to Dr. Hitchmough at
hitchmoughsa@wofford.edu by Feb. 28. The approval of the professor for whom the paper was
originally written is required. 
Contact: Dr. Sally Hitchmough
Email: hitchmoughsa@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4578
Where in the World is Wofford?
Details: We want to see you paint the world black and gold! Students, share photos of yourself, family,
or friends decked out in Wofford gear. BE CREATIVE! Display your school spirit on vacation, with
someone famous, or in front of a well-known monument or landmark anywhere in the world! Once you
submit a photo, you are automatically entered into a drawing to win a $50 gift certificate. Contest ends
February 15. E-mail photos to TAGS@wofford.edu, or visit




Qigong Class Tonight @ 5:00 @ Gibbs
Details: Qigong, a Chinese health practice for personal transformation, is offered tonight @ 5 p.m. @
Gibbs Stadium. The practice is simple, but provides balance and focus for the mind, body, and spirit.




TIME CHANGE: Wake Forest Business School Info Session
Details: The Wake Forest University Schools of Business Information Session has been moved from
11 A.M. to 12 Noon on Thursday, Feb. 9. Admissions Counseling by Appointment* will take place from
1 p.m. until 4 p.m. The information session and appointments will take place in the Conference Room,
Center for Professional Excellence, West Wing, Phase V Building. Admissions representative John
Montana will be on-campus to meet with Wofford students to discuss Wake Forest graduate business
programs for all majors, including: Master of Arts in Management (MA): A 10-month graduate business
program that prepares liberal arts, science and engineering majors for careers in finance, consulting,
marketing and general management. Master of Science in Accountancy (MSA): A top-ranked 12- to 18-
month graduate accounting program that prepares students for careers at top accounting firms or major
corporations worldwide. *To schedule an admissions counseling appointment, email:





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued $4000 to a rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




JOB: Accounting Major Needed for Part-Time Work
Details: A local site development company seeks an accounting major for a part-time entry-level
administrative assistant. This is a paid, part-time position requiring a commitment of at least 16 hours
per work week and offers a flexible work schedule. (i.e. hours worked may vary from day to day
depending on the candidate’s availability and the workload each week). Responsibilities will include
providing general administrative support and performing various office duties. NOTE: This position may
potentially expand into other full-time positions. If interested: please forward your cover letter and
resume to Emily Kidwell via email (Emily@regionalutility.com) or via Fax: 864-327-1994. 
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Sandor Teszler Award Convocation Thursday at 11 a.m. - Everyone make plans
to attend!
Date: February 8, 2012 at 9:21 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:  The Wofford Community
From:  President Dunlap
 
Don’t forget that tomorrow—Thursday at 11:00—is the annual Sandor Teszler Award
Convocation.  The recipient of the award, John Wood, has been celebrated by everyone from
Oprah Winfrey to Nicholas Kirstof as a person who is literally changing the world for the
better.  This occasion is a celebration of the college’s highest ideals and a chance to hear an











Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, February 9, 2012
Date: February 9, 2012 at 8:54 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Wake Forest University Schools of Business Information Session and Admissions Counseling
LET'S GO. Women's Tennis Hosts USC Upstate TODAY
Take Action Against Poverty
Today’s Fitness Classes




RA Applications Now Available
Campus-Wide Pluralism Discussion with the Interfaith Youth Core
Wofford's Got Your Back





Date/Time: 2/9/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: The recipient of the award, John Wood, has been celebrated by everyone from Oprah Winfrey
to Nicholas Kirstof as a person who is literally changing the world for the better.  This occasion is a
celebration of the college’s highest ideals and a chance to hear an unforgettable speaker.  Everyone






Date/Time: 2/9/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: The Pit in Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: Live from Wofford, it's Residence Life! Interesting in being part of our amazing cast? The RA
info session will answer all of your questions about the position! Come out today at noon and learn




Wake Forest University Schools of Business Information Session and Admissions Counseling
Date/Time: 2/9/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, The Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: PLEASE NOTE NEW TIME. Admissions representative John Montana will be on-campus to
meet with Wofford students for an information session at 12:00 p.m. and individual counseling
appointments from 1 until 4 p.m.* He'll discuss the following Wake Forest graduate business programs
for all majors: Master of Arts in Management (MA): A 10-month graduate business program that
prepares liberal arts, science and engineering majors for careers in finance, consulting, marketing and
general management. Master of Science in Accountancy (MSA): A top-ranked 12- to 18-month
graduate accounting program that prepares students for careers at top accounting firms or major





LET'S GO. Women's Tennis Hosts USC Upstate TODAY
Date/Time: 2/9/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: Reeves Tennis Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford women's tennis team is back in action at the Reeves Tennis Center TODAY at 2
p.m. to face USC Upstate. Come out and support the Terriers this afternoon! MEN'S TENNIS AT
HOME SATURDAY. The Wofford men's tennis team is at home this Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m. to
face Coastal Carolina also at the Reeves Tennis Center. Get connected with Wofford Athletics!




Take Action Against Poverty
Date/Time: 2/9/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 219
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford chapter of RESULTS is hosting a meeting today to take action on reducing
poverty in the U.S. At the meeting, we'll get an update from RESULTS staff on the latest actions in
Congress on poverty reduction and then write letters urging our members of Congress to support for
policies that protect low-income Americans. Take this opportunity to make your voice heard! To learn





Date/Time: 2/9/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff "ONLY" @ Noon, Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:30,




WAC and AMS Present Trivia/Unplugged with Levi Stephens!
Date/Time: 2/9/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Phase V Galleria
Cost: Free
Details: Come out TONIGHT to Phase V Galleria for Music Trivia and the sounds of singer songwriter
Levi Stephens at Wofford UNPlugged! Free giveaways, $100 grand prize, raffle, and more! Discovering
Levi Stephens' music is like enjoying a surprisingly great meal at the local cafe you've passed a
thousand times before finally deciding to stop in. You thought you knew what you were getting into, but
this is something more. It’s refreshing --a pleasant surprise that a new artist in an industry plagued by
dying creativity chooses to follow in the tradition of those classic singer-songwriters that came before.
His debut album, “This Way” goes far beyond the confines of R&B and seamlessly melds a variety of





Date/Time: 2/9/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Auditions for the Wofford Theatre Department's Spring show: SILENCE are TODAY, Feb. 9 at
6:30 p.m. in the Tony White Theater in the Campus Life Building. It is highly encouraged for all students
wanting to audition to read the script, which is available on the Course Reserves in the Wofford Library
under Professor Dan Day. If you are interested in being involved in the show in other capacities (i.e.







Details: ATTENTION GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA STUDENTS!! Don't miss out on this
opportunity to help fund your college education. If you are a resident of the following counties, you are
eligible to apply for the 2012-2013 Watson-Brown Foundation Scholarship. In SC: – Greenville,
Spartanburg, Edgefield, Abbeville & McCormick counties. In Georgia: Burke, Columbia, Glascock,
Jefferson, Lincoln, McDuffie, Richmond, Taliaferro, Warren & Wilkes counties. Award amounts are
$3000 or $5000 a year for up to four years of undergraduate studies. The Watson-Brown Foundation
will award 200 new students for the 2012-2013 academic year. Students may attend any four-year
will award 200 new students for the 2012-2013 academic year. Students may attend any four-year
accredited non-profit college or university in the country. For a link to the online the application and
other specific information, please visit www.watson-brown.org. THE DEADLINE TO APPLY IS




RA Applications Now Available
Details: Live from Wofford, it's Residence Life! Interesting in being part of our amazing cast? Looking
for a great employment and leadership opportunity on campus? Then apply to be an RA! Applications




Campus-Wide Pluralism Discussion with the Interfaith Youth Core
Details: Did you take the Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate Survey last semester? Are you
curious about what Wofford students, staff, and faculty think about religious, non-religious, and spiritual
life on campus? And most importantly, do you like free snacks? Please come join us on Thursday, Feb.
9 at 4 p.m. in Phase V, room 113. You can much on snacks with your peers, hear the results of the
survey, and learn about trends in religious and spiritual life at Wofford, and on college campuses
across the country.
Contact: Trina Janiec Jones
Email: joneskj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4638
Wofford's Got Your Back
Details: Located less than a mile from Wofford houses the second most impoverished student body in
the state. At Cleveland Elementary, 88% of the children are on free or reduced lunch and many,
according to Mr. Logan, come to school Monday "starving" and distracted from their work. For $9.50
YOU can help feed a child in need through our first ever weekend backpack program! On Feb. 24, 240
students at Cleveland will receive backpacks filled with non-perishable food items to help tie them over
from their last lunch on Friday to their first breakfast on Monday! For just $9.50, you can sponsor a
backpack from the month of February! Tax deductible checks can be made to Wofford College (subject
line: Wofford's Got Your Back!) and sent to Brenda McGuire in the Development Office OR please feel
free to contact me if you would like to assist with stuffing the backpacks (2/22) or purchasing the food




Important Announcement from the Financial Aid Office
Details: STOP BEFORE YOU DROP HOURS!! Students, please note that dropping below 12 hours for
spring semester could affect your scholarships and financial aid. To be sure your award package is not
reduced, please contact the Financial Aid Office at finaid@wofford.edu or 864-597-4160, before
dropping hours. The drop-add period ends this Friday evening, Feb. 10. Hours will be "frozen" at that






Details: Do you like serving others? Do you enjoy meeting new people? Well Alpha Phi Omega is the
organization for you. Alpha Phi Omega is one of the country's leading co-ed Service Fraternities and
the current members of Wofford's chapter are looking for fresh faces! If this sounds like something you
want to be a part of then complete the application at the following link




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: College Bowl Volunteers Needed
Date: February 9, 2012 at 2:25 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
DO NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE – If you would like to volunteer or need information please




College Bowl Volunteers Needed
On March 3, Wofford will be hosting its annual quiz bowl tournament for high schools. Quiz bowl is a
team competition which rewards academic knowledge, both broad and deep. I’m writing to ask you to
consider volunteering some time to help run this tournament. We need people to fill one of two roles:
reading questions and keeping score. Training will be provided the week of the competition (one half-
hour session should do it) for those who want it, and lunch will be provided the day of the competition.
The day will be broken into morning and afternoon sessions; we need volunteers for each. Thank you
for considering helping us out with this! This competition is proving to be a valuable recruiting tool for
the College, and interaction between the competitors and our community members has been a vital
part of that. Come be amazed by the knowledge these students exhibit! Contact Matt Cathey at
catheyme@wofford.edu for more information, or to volunteer.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: TWO ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR FACULTY/STAFF: Room to Read proposal / Invitation to Chinese New Year
Date: February 9, 2012 at 3:49 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Room to Read at Wofford
 
After this morning’s convocation, we have been inspired by John J. Wood to explore the
possibility of creating a Room to Read chapter on the Wofford campus. If you would like to be
involved in establishing a chapter here, please contact either Shelley Sperka or Anna Zook at
sperkash@wofford.edu or zookam@wofford.edu.
 




Dear colleagues and friends,
 
You are cordially invited to
join us to celebrate the





Chinese food will be served.
 
All faculty and staff
members have free admission,
thanks to the generous support of Dean Wood and
Dining Services. Our classes, the Chinese Club, and the
Children’s Dance Group
from the Greenville Chinese Culture Association will give
performances,
including singing, dancing, Taiji, sword dance and
Chinese calligraphy. There
will be prizes for those who come early: a traditional red
envelope with chocolate
coins. We hope to see all of you there.
 
Chinese Studies and Terrier Dynasty, the Wofford Chinese
Club
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, February 10, 2012
Date: February 10, 2012 at 9:01 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, February 10, 2012
Today's Events
Exhibition Opening--Lynn Froelich, Lithographs
"Friday Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader Today
S.C.A.T.E Night
Upcoming Events
LET'S GO. Men's Tennis at Home Saturday Afternoon
LET'S GO. Women's Hoops in Action Saturday at 2:00
"Slavery by Another Name" PBS Documentary
Interested in Joining an International Club?
Interested in an Internship in Washington D.C.?
Announcements
Helmus Writing & Photo contest
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors





Exhibition Opening--Lynn Froelich, Lithographs
Date/Time: 2/10/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Sandor Teszler Library Gallery
Cost: Free
Details: Lithography—printing from limestone blocks—is one of the most difficult forms of printmaking
and Lynn Froelich is a master. Her complex forms and luscious colors are vibrant and exciting. Come
meet this unusual artist and find out how she creates her art. Lynn Froelich was born in Miami, Fla.,
and earned her undergraduate degree at the University of South Florida. After receiving her master of
fine arts degree from Florida State University, she was accepted into the Professional Printer Program
at Tamarind Institute, the University of New Mexico, for more intensive training into the various methods
of printmaking. After completion of the Tamarind Program, Froelich moved to Atlanta where she was
involved in assisting in the establishment of Rolling Stone Press, a professional print shop designed for
involved in assisting in the establishment of Rolling Stone Press, a professional print shop designed for
the making of hand-printed original lithographs. In 1987, Froelich joined the art faculty at Appalachian
State University, in Boone, N.C., where she taught art, drawing, printmaking and interior design




"Friday Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader Today
Date/Time: 2/10/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 2/10/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and enjoy some FREE FOOD while some of Wofford's artists Share their Creative
ART. This includes piano, vocals, poetry, guitar, spoken word and whatever else they have to offer.





LET'S GO. Men's Tennis at Home Saturday Afternoon
Date/Time: 2/11/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: Reeves Tennis Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford men's tennis team is at home this Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m. to face Coastal
Carolina at the Reeves Tennis Center. Get connected with Wofford Athletics! Website:




LET'S GO. Women's Hoops in Action Saturday at 2:00
Date/Time: 2/11/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free w/ Wofford ID
Details: The Wofford women's basketball team will look to continue its strong play at home this
Saturday when they host SoCon rival Western Carolina at 2:00 p.m.! The Terriers host only one more
game after Saturday, that's Feb. 22 v. Furman. Get connected with the Terriers! Website:





"Slavery by Another Name" PBS Documentary
Date/Time: 2/13/2012 8:45:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: The documentary, based on a book by Pulitzer Prize-winning, Wall Street Journal writer
Douglas Blackmon, challenges one of the U.S.’s most cherished assumptions: the belief that slavery
ended with Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation of 1863. Light refreshments will be provided.
Contact: Dr. Gerald Ginnochio
Email: ginnochioga@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4555
Interested in Joining an international Club?
Date/Time: 2/14/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Phase V, Room 111
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in participating in or being involved in the leadership of an international
club on campus should attend this meeting to talk more about possible campus events and goals for




Interested in an Internship in Washington D.C.?
Date/Time: 2/14/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Juniors and seniors interested in interning for a semester in Washington, D.C. should attend
this meeting. Eligible students must have a 3.3 GPA and be receiving Wofford merit scholarship money.
For more information, please see http://www.ipspr.sc.edu/ws/default.asp. 




Helmus Writing & Photo contest
Details: Want to be published in Wofford's literary journal? We are now accepting submissions for the
2012 Journal. Please submit short stories (no more than 1 entry; 3,000 words), poetry (no more than 3
entries; 150 lines or less each), and/or photos (no more than 3 entries) to helmuscontest@gmail.com




Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Important Announcement from the Financial Aid Office
Details: STOP BEFORE YOU DROP HOURS!! Students, please note that dropping below 12 hours for
spring semester could affect your scholarships and financial aid. To be sure your award package is not
reduced, please contact the Financial Aid Office at finaid@wofford.edu or 864-597-4160, before
dropping hours. The drop-add period ends this Friday evening, Feb. 10. Hours will be "frozen" at that





Details: Do you like serving others? Do you enjoy meeting new people? Well Alpha Phi Omega is the
organization for you. Alpha Phi Omega is one of the country's leading co-ed Service Fraternities and
the current members of Wofford's chapter are looking for fresh faces! If this sounds like something you
want to be a part of then complete the application at the following link





Details: To learn more about Alpha Phi Omega and all the great opportunities that await, come to the
Interest Meeting on Monday, Feb.13 in AAAS beneath Burwell from 12:20-1 p.m. Feel free to bring your





Lost: Could you please let the Wofford community know that I misplaced my little black Wofford wallet?




Lost: Stuffed critter in the shape of a brain lost between Roger Milliken Science Center and Olin. If




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT NOTICE: Testing of Wofford Emergency Alert System scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 14
Date: February 10, 2012 at 3:21 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:                   Wofford Campus Community
From:              Randy Hall, director of campus safety
Laura Corbin, director of news services
 
We will conduct a test of the Wofford Emergency Alert System – including text/email messaging
and the sounding of our outdoor alarm system – at about 3 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 14.
 
Please DO NOT be alarmed. This will ONLY be a test.
 
If you are registered with the Wofford Emergency Alert System (Rave), you will receive
emergency messages via text and/or email.
 
If you are not registered with Rave, please do so as soon as possible.
 




If you have problems or questions, please email Laura Corbin at laura.corbin@wofford.edu.
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St.





Follow Wofford on Facebook: facebook.com/woffordcollege
Follow Wofford on Twitter: twitter.com/woffordcollege
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, February 13, 2012
Date: February 13, 2012 at 8:47 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, February 13, 2012
Today's Events
Law School Application Process and Review
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple-Header
Guitars Galore: The Duo of Akerman-Teixeira
"Slavery by Another Name" PBS Documentary
Upcoming Events
Interested in Joining an International Club?
Interested in an Internship in Washington D.C.?
La Table Française
ROTC Military Ball Fundraiser
Religion in the Public Sphere
Announcements
Helmus Writing & Photo Contest DEADLINE TODAY
Palmetto Academy Applications Due Friday
1st in Wellness Speaker Series
RPM and Orientation Staff Applications Available Now
Smooch the Pooch
Apply to Twin Towers





Law School Application Process and Review
Date/Time: 2/13/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: The Center for Professional Excellence, West Wing, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Considering applying to law or graduate school? Two law school deans of admission will be on
Details: Considering applying to law or graduate school? Two law school deans of admission will be on
campus TODAY to talk with interested students about the law school application process and provide
application reviews. Dean Michelle Rahman has been director of Admissions at the University of
Richmond School of Law since 1990. Dean Rahman manages the full admissions process, from
recruiting prospective students and evaluating applications to facilitating decision-making with the
Admissions Committee. John S. Benfield is a 1978 Wofford graduate and the Associate Dean for
Admissions, Administration and Alumni Development. From 2003- 2004 he served as Assistant Dean,
Admissions and Financial Aid at the Charleston School of Law. From 1993 to 2003, Benfield served as
the Assistant Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid at the University of South Carolina School of Law.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple-Header
Date/Time: 2/13/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Guitars Galore: The Duo of Akerman-Teixeira
Date/Time: 2/13/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: free and open to the public
Details: The Wofford College Troubadour Series begins its spring season with the fabulous duo of




"Slavery by Another Name" PBS Documentary
Date/Time: 2/13/2012 8:45:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: The documentary, based on a book by Pulitzer Prize-winning, Wall Street Journal writer
Douglas Blackmon, challenges one of the U.S.’s most cherished assumptions: the belief that slavery
ended with Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation of 1863. Light refreshments will be provided.




Interested in Joining an International Club?
Date/Time: 2/14/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Phase V, Room 111
Cost: n/a
Details: Students interested in participating in or being involved in the leadership of an international
Details: Students interested in participating in or being involved in the leadership of an international
club on campus should attend this meeting to talk more about possible campus events and goals for




Interested in an Internship in Washington D.C.?
Date/Time: 2/14/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Juniors and seniors interested in interning for a semester in Washington, D.C. should attend
this meeting. Eligible students must have a 3.3 GPA and be receiving Wofford merit scholarship money.
For more information, please see http://www.ipspr.sc.edu/ws/default.asp. 
Contact: Dr. David Alvis
Email: alvisjd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4588
La Table Française 
Date/Time: 2/14/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Bistro Burwell (Gingko Room)
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: La Table Française is back! Do you want to practice your French? Or just listen to the beautiful
language of Molière (especially on Valentine's day!)? Come and join us for a meal in a friendly and
relaxed environment! Students of all levels of French as well as Wofford Community members are
welcome! It's a fun and nice way to get to know your peers, your French professors and learn French in




ROTC Military Ball Fundraiser 
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Jason's Deli
Cost: Cost of Meal
Details: Event Date 2/16/2012 Jason's Deli, Spartanburg, S.C. Fundraiser for the ROTC Military Ball.
Come eat and mention that you're there to support the ROTC department at Wofford College and the




Religion in the Public Sphere
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: The Religion in the Public Sphere Series presents a lecture by Dr. Jonathan VanAntwerpen, at
7 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 16 in Leonard Auditorium. His lecture is “Religion, Reconciliation and the
Politics of Secularism.” On Friday, Feb. 17, Dr. Byron McCane will host a roundtable discussion with Dr.
VanAntwerpen from 9-11:30 a.m. in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. Dr. VanAntwerpen is director of the
program on Religion and the Public Sphere at the Social Science Research Council in New York and






Helmus Writing & Photo contest DEADLINE TODAY
Details: Want to be published in Wofford's literary journal? We are now accepting submissions for the
2012 Journal. Please submit short stories (no more than 1 entry; 3,000 words), poetry (no more than 3
entries; 150 lines or less each), and/or photos (no more than 3 entries) to helmuscontest@gmail.com




Palmetto Academy Applications Due Friday
Details: The Palmetto Academy Program, sponsored by the S.C. Space Grant Consortium, offers 10-
week summer research internship opportunities across South Carolina. Research topics are in such
areas as biomedical science, chemistry, geology, and astrophysics. A detailed list of research topics
and student application forms are at http://spinner.cofc.edu/~scsgrant/research/PA.html. The deadline




1st in Wellness Speaker Series
Details: Hunter Mahon BS, MBA will be in the AAAS Room Thursday, Feb. 16, at 11 a.m. Hunter is the
manager of the Spartanburg Regional Center for Health, Healing and Massage, and will come to




RPM and Orientation Staff Applications Available Now
Details: Make a difference by being involved with First Year Programming. Apply on line to be either an
RPM or on Orientation Staff for 2012. www.wofford.edu/orientation/staffApplication/. First Interest






Details: It's time again for Delta Delta Delta's Smooch the Pooch competition. Bring your change to
lunch and donate to the professor you want to see kiss a Boston Terrier at halftime of the men's game
on Wednesday! Tables will be set up in Burwell and Zach's. All money raised will be donated to St.





Apply to Twin Towers
Details: Twin Towers is a club which promotes service on the campus and in the community, and was
developed in order to bring opportunities for community service to the Wofford students. In the past,
Twin Towers has organized the Halloween Carnival, Terrier Play Day, and is currently raising money for
a Wofford Habitat for Humanity house. If you are interested in applying, please see the website





Wofford Relay for Life Interest Meeting
Details: Wofford College will host its first annual Relay for Life on April 11, 2012! Alpha Phi Omega is
the chief organizer of this event and we will have an Interest Meeting on THURSDAY, FEB. 16, at 7
p.m. in the Olin Teaching Theater. This interest meeting is open to students, faculty, and other groups
interested in participating in the relay. We will also have a representative from the American Cancer






Details: Do you like serving others? Do you enjoy meeting new people? Well Alpha Phi Omega is the
organization for you. Alpha Phi Omega is one of the country's leading co-ed Service Fraternities and
the current members of Wofford's chapter are looking for fresh faces! If this sounds like something you
want to be a part of then complete the application at the following link





Details: To learn more about Alpha Phi Omega and all the great opportunities that wait, come to the
Interest Meeting on Monday, Feb.13 in AAAS beneath Burwell from 12:20-1 p.m. Feel free to bring your





Lost: Black zip up jacket, medium, with car keys (vitamin shoppe and CVS cards attached, New




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, February 14, 2012
Date: February 14, 2012 at 9:07 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, February 14, 2012
Today's Events
PSA @ the Table
La Table Française
Today’s Fitness Classes
PSA Tuesdays Bible Study
Upcoming Events
Please Take a Moment to Say "THANK YOU"
LET'S GO. Terrier Hoops Tomorrow Night!
Religion in the Public Sphere
W.A.C's Black and Gold Ball
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Fall & Summer 2012
Where in the World is Wofford DEADLINE TOMORROW
Post-graduate Scholarship Informational Session for Juniors
Apply to Twin Towers
Smooch the Pooch-Last Day
 
Today's Events
PSA @ the Table
Date/Time: 2/14/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Outside of Zach's (In front of Java City) 
Cost: Free
Details: Come fellowship with the Presbyterian STUDENT Association as we discuss our faith and our




La Table Française 
Date/Time: 2/14/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Bistro Burwell (Gingko Room) 
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: La Table Française is back! Do you want to practice your French? Or just listen to the beautiful
language of Molière (especially on Valentine's Day!)? Come and join us for a meal in a friendly and
relaxed environment! Students of all levels of French as well as Wofford Community members are
welcome! It's a fun and nice way to get to know your peers, your French professors and learn French in





Date/Time: 2/14/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





PSA Tuesdays Bible Study
Date/Time: 2/14/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House
Cost: Free
Details: Come to the PSA House (across from main gates of Wofford) and enjoy a hot meal with the
Presbyterian STUDENT Association as we talk about the book of Exodus and overcoming obstacles.





Please Take a Moment to Say "THANK YOU"
Date/Time: 2/15/2012 5:00:00 – 7:00:00 PM
Location: Game Room, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: If you are a South Carolina student, you probably are receiving an S.C. Tuition Grant and/or a
Palmetto Fellow, Life, or Hope Merit Scholarship. Wofford urges you to express your gratitude for this
assistance to your state Senator and member of the House of Representatives. The public policy
committee is hosting a letter-writing party (free pizza will be served) before the Elon men's basketball
game Wednesday night between 5 and 7 p.m. Stationery, addresses and everything you need will be






LET'S GO. Terrier Hoops Tomorrow Night
Date/Time: 2/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free w/ Wofford ID; Call 597-4090 for more information
Details: The next-to-last home men's basketball game is TOMORROW night as the Terriers host Elon
in a crucial SoCon match-up! Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. and as always the "Youngstown" Student Section
will have free popcorn and drinks. Student rewards points can also be redeemed at the game, those
with 27+ points can get a free drawstring backpack and later this week the top students in the points
system will be contacted about special rewards for the SoCon Basketball Tournament. CONNECT





Religion in the Public Sphere
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: The Religion in the Public Sphere Series presents a lecture by Dr. Jonathan VanAntwerpen, at
7 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 16 in Leonard Auditorium. His lecture is “Religion, Reconciliation and the
Politics of Secularism.” On Friday, Feb. 17, Dr. Byron McCane will host a roundtable discussion with Dr.
VanAntwerpen from 9-11:30 a.m. in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. Dr. VanAntwerpen is director of the
program on Religion and the Public Sphere at the Social Science Research Council in New York and




W.A.C's Black and Gold Ball
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 10:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V Galleria
Cost: Free
Details: Come dance the night away to the tunes of MVP at Wofford's annual Black and Gold Ball!





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Fall & Summer 2012
Details: There are several grants available to students pursuing off-campus study during Fall and
Summer 2012. For information, please see http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=14594.
Financial need and academic merit are the principle considerations in awarding these grants. The
deadline for these applications is Monday, Feb. 27.
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Where in the World is Wofford DEADLINE TOMORROW
Details: The deadline to submit photos for the Where in the World is Wofford contest is tomorrow, Feb.
15. Submit photos of you, friends, or family sporting Wofford apparel to TAGS@wofford.edu for a
chance to win $50! Go to www.wofford.edu/TAGS/WheresWofford for more rules and information. Be




Post-graduate Scholarship Informational Session for Juniors
Details: Dr. Krick-Aigner and Dr. Fowler will introduce Wofford Juniors to a variety of post-graduate
scholarship opportunities, such as Fulbright, Marshall, Rotary, and Rhodes. We will meet this Thursday,
Feb. 16, from 11 a.m. - Noon in Olin 116.
Contact: Dr. Kirsten Krick-Aigner
Email: krickaignerka@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4506
Apply to Twin Towers
Details: Twin Towers is a club which promotes service on the campus and in the community, and was
developed in order to bring opportunities for community service to the Wofford students. In the past,
Twin Towers has organized the Halloween Carnival, Terrier Play Day, and is currently raising money for
a Wofford Habitat for Humanity house. If you are interested in applying, please see the website





Smooch the Pooch-Last Day!
Details: Today is the last day to donate money at lunch for Smooch the Pooch! Make sure the
professor you want will be kissing the Terrier at halftime on Wednesday! Bring your change to Burwell
or Zach's today from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. All donations will be donated to St. Jude Children's Research





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 15, 2012
Date: February 15, 2012 at 8:45 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 15, 2012
Today's Events
World Film Series, "Berlin 36"
Please Take a Moment to Say “THANK YOU”
"Fitness @ 5:30" AND Qigong Tonight
Smooch the Pooch
LET'S GO. Terrier Hoops TONIGHT
World Film Series, "Berlin 36"
Upcoming Events
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch Thursday (Topic: Tenure Review Process)
Wofford College Relay for Life Interest Meeting
Launch Your Career in Public Accounting
Venture Spring Kick-Off Meeting
Announcements
Apply to Twin Towers
Fun Funds Needs Your Help
 
Today's Events
World Film Series, "Berlin 36"
Date/Time: 2/15/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Director: Kaspar Heidelbach Germany, 2009; 100 mins. In German with English subtitles
Based on the true story of Gretel Bergmann who unwittingly became the biggest threat to the Nazi
Party in 1936. Berlin was hosting the summer Olympic Games and Gretel was one of Germany's best
gold medal contenders. She was also Jewish. Her skill and ethnicity undermined the Nazi belief that
Aryans were the superior race, so the German authorities schemed to replace Gretel with another





Please Take a Moment to Say “Thank You”
Date/Time: 2/15/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Game Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: If you are a South Carolina student, you probably are receiving an SC Tuition Grant and/or a
Palmetto, LIFE, or HOPE scholarship. Wofford urges you to take a moment to express your gratitude
for this assistance to you state Senator and member of the state House of Representatives. The public
policy committee is hosting a pizza dinner for you before the Elon men's basketball game tonight. We
have stationery and everything you need to write a thank-you note. Enjoy yourself and stay on to root




"Fitness @ 5:30" and Qigong Tonight
Date/Time: 2/15/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:30, Arabic Belly-Dancing @ 7:00,





Date/Time: 2/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Come out to the men's basketball game tonight and see which professor won the Smooch the
Pooch competition! The winning professor will be kissing a terrier at halftime! Don't miss this annual




LET'S GO. Terrier Hoops TONIGHT!
Date/Time: 2/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free w/ Wofford ID; Call 597-4090 for more information
Details: The next-to-last home men's basketball game is TONIGHT as the Terriers host Elon in a
crucial SoCon match-up! Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. and as always the "Youngstown" Student Section will
have free popcorn and drinks. Student rewards points can also be redeemed at the game, those with
27+ points can get a free drawstring backpack and later this week the top students in the points system
will be contacted about special rewards for the SoCon Basketball Tournament. CONNECT WITH




World Film Series, "Berlin 36"
Date/Time: 2/15/2012 7:30:00 PM
Date/Time: 2/15/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Director: Kaspar Heidelbach Germany, 2009; 100 mins. In German with English subtitles
Based on the true story of Gretel Bergmann who unwittingly became the biggest threat to the Nazi
Party in 1936. Berlin was hosting the summer Olympic Games and Gretel was one of Germany's best
gold medal contenders. She was also Jewish. Her skill and ethnicity undermined the Nazi belief that
Aryans were the superior race, so the German authorities schemed to replace Gretel with another





New Faculty Mentoring Lunch Thursday (Topic: Tenure Review Process)
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Lunch
Details: The first New Faculty Mentoring Lunch of the spring semester will occur Thursday, Feb. 16,
from 11:30 a.m. until 12:45 p.m. in the Holcombe Room. The topic for the luncheon will be the tenure
review process; our guests will be David Wood, Dean of the College, and Byron McCane, Albert C.
Outler Professor and Chair of Religion and chair of the Tenure Committee. This lunch series serves as
a mentoring program for junior faculty but any faculty or staff member is welcome to attend. Faculty
members who are attending can purchase lunch from the Faculty and Staff Dining Room or bring a bag





Wofford College Relay for Life Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater 
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College will host its first annual Relay for Life on April 11. Alpha Phi Omega is the
chief organizer of this event and we will have an Interest Meeting on THURSDAY, FEB. 16, at 7 p.m. in
the Olin Teaching Theater. This interest meeting is open to students, faculty, and other groups
interested in participating in the relay. We will also have a representative from the American Cancer





Launch Your Career in Public Accounting
Date/Time: 2/21/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: 
Details: Enjoy a FREE DINNER and learn more about the Vanderbilt Master of Accountancy and MAcc
Valuation programs. (TO ATTEND THE DINNER, PLEASE RSVP to macc@owen.vanderbilt.edu.) The
Valuation programs. (TO ATTEND THE DINNER, PLEASE RSVP to macc@owen.vanderbilt.edu.) The
Vanderbilt MAcc program is a full-time, one-year program designed for candidates from diverse
academic backgrounds who have strong communications skills, leadership abilities and an excellent
academic history. Vanderbilt partners with the world’s leading professional services firms—Deloitte,
Ernst & Young, Grant Thornton, KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers—to develop market-driven
curriculum and provide a process for pursuing placement in a paid 10-week spring semester internship.
You’ll be prepared to take the CPA exam and groomed for future success in the public accounting
profession as a well-rounded business professional. The Vanderbilt MAcc Valuation program is a one-
year, full-time program that prepares students from diverse quantitative-based majors for a focused
career in valuation at an international professional services firm. In this highly sought-after career path,
professionals use sophisticated modeling and quantitative analysis to help organizations value a range
of assets, including global securities, real estate, intellectual property and much more. With a
Vanderbilt MAcc Valuation degree, these selective, specialized opportunities are available to you. The
program offers the opportunity to pursue a 10-week paid internship with one of our partner firms, and
prepares you to sit for two of three levels of the Chartered Financial Analyst exams as well as the





Venture Spring Kick-Off Meeting
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence, West Wing, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Venture is Wofford’s entrepreneurial group that provides guidance and expertise to help your
dreams become a reality. From idea development to organizational structure, Venture can help shape
ideas and define companies. Participation can be as much or as little as you like. We'll kick off the
semester with an overview of entrepreneurship, idea formulation and preview an upcoming business





Apply to Twin Towers
Details: Twin Towers is a club which promotes service on the campus and in the community, and was
developed in order to bring opportunities for community service to the Wofford students. In the past,
Twin Towers has organized the Halloween Carnival, Terrier Play Day, and is currently raising money for
a Wofford Habitat for Humanity house. If you are interested in applying, please see the website





Fun Funds Needs Your Help
Details: Fun Funds allocates $5,000 each year to Campus Union to encourage and support student-
sponsored events! So far this year, none of the funds have been utilized. If you have a great idea for an
exciting, campus-wide event, but are in need of money to make it a reality, then please contact Fun
exciting, campus-wide event, but are in need of money to make it a reality, then please contact Fun
Funds (funfundscommittee@gmail.com). Maybe you want to have a barbeque at Phase V. Maybe you
want to bring in a local band for a show on the Seal. Or maybe you want to host an outdoor movie
night. As long as your idea is fun and open to all students, then we can help make it happen! So get




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, February 16, 2012
Date: February 16, 2012 at 9:00 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, February 16, 2012
Today's Events
LET'S GO. Wofford Men's Tennis at home TODAY
Film: Journey of the Universe
Celebration of the Year of the Dragon
Today’s Fitness Classes
French Club Meeting
Wofford Relay for Life Interest Meeting
Lecture: Religion, Reconciliation and the Politics of Secularism
Virginia College of Osteopathic Medicine Admissions Visit
Upcoming Events
Math Departmental Tea
Lecture/Lab/Tasting: The Miracle Fruit Berry
All Colleges Happy Hour (Faculty/Staff only)
W.A.C's Black and Gold Ball
Wofford Habitat Home 5K
Wofford's Got Your Back
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
1st in Wellness Speaker Series
Apply to Twin Towers
latest issue of the OG&B
Applications for APO
Fun Funds Needs Your Help
 
Today's Events
LET'S GO. Wofford Men's Tennis at home TODAY
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 2:30:00 PM
Location: Reeves Tennis Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford men's tennis team is at home at the Reeves Tennis Center TODAY at 2:30 p.m.
Details: The Wofford men's tennis team is at home at the Reeves Tennis Center TODAY at 2:30 p.m.
to face Presbyterian. Following today's match, the Terriers will not play at home again until March 6
following a three match road swing. Come out and show your support this afternoon! CONNECT WITH




Film: Journey of the Universe
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 3:15:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Environmental Studies Senior Seminar for a screening of the film Journey of the
Universe today at 3:15 p.m. in McMillan Theater. Journey of the Universe is a dramatic and expansive
film that reimagines the universe story and reframes the human connection to the cosmos. Created by
a renowned team of scientists, scholars, and award-winning filmmakers, it is beautifully filmed in HD on
the Greek island of Samos, the birthplace of Pythagoras. Journey is hosted by evolutionary philosopher
Brian Thomas Swimme, whose stories awaken us to the beauty and complexity of our planet. The film




Celebration of the Year of the Dragon
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Second Floor Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: This is the celebration of the Chinese New year, we will have about 90 minutes of fantastic
performance, as well as a place for you to take pictures with the traditional Chinese cloth, and a place
for you to get your own Chinese name!! We will have some little surprise for the first 100 people who
come to the festival!




Date/Time: 2/16/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff "ONLY" @ 11:30 a.m., Ab-Lab @ 5:30, No Pilates Today, Zumba/Cardio Funk @





Date/Time: 2/16/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115
Cost: Free
Details: Anyone interested in joining the French Club please join us for our first meeting of the spring
semester on Thursday, Feb. 16, in the Foreign Language Suite in Olin 116. We will be discussing





Wofford Relay for Life Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College will host its first annual Relay for Life on April 11. Alpha Phi Omega is the
chief organizer of this event and we will have an Interest Meeting on THURSDAY, FEB. 16, at 7 p.m. in
the Olin Teaching Theater. This interest meeting is open to students, faculty, and other groups
interested in participating in the relay. We will also have a representative from the American Cancer





Lecture: Religion, Reconciliation and the Politics of Secularism
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Jonathan VanAntwerpen will present a lecture this evening at 7 p.m. in Leonard
Auditorium. The lecture, "Religion, Reconciliation and the Politics of Secularism," is part of the college's
Religion in the Public Sphere series. A roundtable discussion with Dr. VanAntwerpen will be held in




Virginia College of Osteopathic Medicine Admissions Visit
Date/Time: 2/16/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Milliken Theater (RMSC 122)
Cost: Free
Details: Attention pre-med students: The admissions director for The Virginia College of Osteopathic
Medicine or VCOM will be visiting Wofford College. You will receive information about VCOM’s
osteopathic medical school and answers to your questions about the program and the admissions
process. All pre-med students should attend even if you plan to enter an M.D. program because it will
broaden your knowledge about the D.O. degree. Many family practices now have at least one D.O. on
staff and the trend is growing.





Date/Time: 2/17/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: All math faculty, math majors, minors, or people that just really love math are invited to join the
Details: All math faculty, math majors, minors, or people that just really love math are invited to join the
Math Departmental Tea on Friday, Feb. 17, from 3:00-3:30 p.m. in the math suite (Olin 204). Come and




Lecture/Lab/Tasting: The Miracle Fruit Berry
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: The Sandor Teszler Library Gallery 
Cost: Free
Details: Synsepalum dulcificum is a West African plant with a berry that causes sour foods taste
sweet. This effect is due to miraculin, which is used commercially as a sugar substitute. Dr. David
Pittman, Professor of Psychology at Wofford College, will lead an open lecture/lab/tasting with





All Colleges Happy Hour (Faculty/Staff Only)
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Zarza
Cost: Your own drinks/food
Details: Hello all! As many of you know, many faculty/staff (and their friends) from all higher education
institutions in the area gather the third Friday of each month to get to know one another and build
friendships across institutions. We met last time in November and we have our next gathering this
Friday, Feb. 17. We are meeting at around 5:30 p.m. at ZARZA ECLECTIC CUISINE, downtown, not
far from Morgan Square http://www.zarzarestaurant.com/. Last three Happy Hours we had 20 people




W.A.C's Black and Gold Ball
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 10:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V Galleria
Cost: Free
Details: Come dance the night away to the tunes of MVP at Wofford's annual Black and Gold Ball!




Wofford Habitat Home 5K
Date/Time: 2/18/2012 8:30:00 AM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: $10 for Wofford Students
Details: In an effort to raise money to build our very own Wofford Habitat Home, Twin Towers is hosting
the Wofford Habitat Home 5K. The race will take place on Saturday morning, beginning at 8:30 a.m.
The cost of registration is $10, which includes a t-shirt. If you are interested in participating, visit
Burwell during lunch this week, sign up online at
https://runsignup.com/Race/SC/Spartanburg/WoffordHabitatHome5K, or sign up at the race. The race
will begin at 8:30 a.m., so please arrive no later than 8:15 to pick up your timing chip and your t-shirt! 




Wofford's Got Your Back 
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: TBD
Cost: $9.50 Donation
Details: Located less than a mile from Wofford houses the second most impoverished student body in
the state. At Cleveland Elementary, 88% of the children are on free or reduced lunch and many,
according to Mr. Logan, come to school Monday "starving" and distracted from their work. For $9.50
YOU can help feed a child in need through our first ever weekend backpack program! On Feb. 24, 240
students at Cleveland will receive backpacks filled with non-perishable food items to help tie them over
from their last lunch on Friday to their first breakfast on Monday! For just $9.50, you can sponsor a
backpack from the month of February! Tax deductible checks can be made to Wofford College (subject
line: Wofford's Got Your Back!) and sent to Brenda McGuire in the Development Office OR please feel
free to contact me if you would like to assist with stuffing the backpacks (2/22) or purchasing the food





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




1st in Wellness Speaker Series
Details: Hunter Mahon BS, MBA will be in the AAAS Room today, Thursday, Feb. 16, at 11 a.m. Hunter
is the manager of the Spartanburg Regional Center for Health, Healing and Massage, and will come to
discuss the Center and the benefits it holds for our faculty and staff. Those that plan on attending can
get lunch from the faculty dining area and bring it to the AAAS room and Health Services will pay for




Apply to Twin Towers
Details: Twin Towers is a club which promotes service on the campus and in the community, and was
developed in order to bring opportunities for community service to the Wofford students. In the past,
Twin Towers has organized the Halloween Carnival, Terrier Play Day, and is currently raising money for
a Wofford Habitat for Humanity house. If you are interested in applying, please see the website





latest Issue of the OG&B
Details: Mailboxes were too full this Tuesday for us to put newspapers in your CPOs, so instead,
copies of the OG&B have been scattered around campus. Newspapers can be found in Roger Milliken
Science Center, the library, the Galleria, Campus Life, and the mail room. Be sure to pick one up and





Details: Do you like serving others? Do you enjoy meeting new people? Well Alpha Phi Omega is the
organization for you. Alpha Phi Omega is one of the country's leading co-ed Service Fraternities and
the current members of Wofford's chapter are looking for fresh faces! If this sounds like something you
want to be a part of then complete the application at the following link




Fun Funds Needs Your Help
Details: Fun Funds allocates $5,000 each year to Campus Union to encourage and support student-
sponsored events! So far this year, none of the funds have been utilized. If you have a great idea for an
exciting, campus-wide event, but are in need of money to make it a reality, then please contact Fun
Funds (funfundscommittee@gmail.com). Maybe you want to have a barbeque at Phase V. Maybe you
want to bring in a local band for a show on the Seal. Or maybe you want to host an outdoor movie
night. As long as your idea is fun and open to all students, then we can help make it happen! So get





Found: A black book bag was found in Olin 201 on Monday. To claim, contact Dr. Charlotte Knotts-




Found: Black water bottle with logo, found on second-floor of the Olin building in a classroom. To




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM DR. STACEY HETTES: TED is coming to Wofford!
Date: February 16, 2012 at 11:19 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:      Wofford Community
From:  Dr. Stacey Hettes
 
Have you ever heard of a space archeologist?  How about a science evangelist?  Ever
wonder who the creative genius behind the Toy Story movies is?  Have you met a 2011
Nobel Laureate, the mayor of Rio De Janeiro, or the director of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art?  Was Bill Nye the Science Guy your childhood hero? 
 
Don’t miss this opportunity to hear what they ALL (and many more) have to say when the
2012 TED conference will be broadcast LIVE at Wofford.  All sessions will be held in the
AAAS Room located downstairs in the Burwell Building.
 
Session 1 begins Tuesday, Feb. 28, at 2 p.m. EST and runs through Session 12 on Friday,
March 2, at 2 p.m. EST.
 
Please take a moment now to review the entire program schedule (attached) and plan your
TED.  Whatever your interests, there is a TED session for you.  All members of the college
and community are welcome to attend.  Please feel free to forward this email to others
whom you think might be interested in attending. Professors, if you would like to reserve
space for one of your classes at a session, please contact Dr. Hettes. 
 
Attached you will find the full schedule of sessions with times listed in Eastern
Standard time.  (NOTE:  this is a live webcast from Long Beach, Calif.  Times listed on the
TED website are Pacific Time).
 
LEARN MORE at http://conferences.ted.com/TED2012/program/guide.php
 
To view President Dunlap’s TED talk referenced by John Wood, our Sandor Teszler
Award winner, during convocation last Thursday:
http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/en/ben_dunlap_talks_about_a_passionate_life.html
 
To learn more about TED and view other talks from previous years:
http://www.ted.com/
 






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, February 17, 2012
Date: February 17, 2012 at 8:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, February 17, 2012
Today's Events
FIFA Friday in the Library
LET'S GO. Women's Tennis at Home TODAY
Math Departmental Tea
Lecture/Lab/Tasting: The Miracle Fruit Berry
LET'S GO. Baseball Season Opens TODAY
All Colleges Happy Hour (Faculty/Staff only)
"Friday Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader
W.A.C's Black and Gold Ball Tonight
Upcoming Events
Wofford Habitat Home 5K
Wake Forest Medical School Talk
Life After Study Abroad
Wofford's Got Your Back
Announcements
2nd Annual Karl "Tiny" Alexander Memorial Golf Tournament
Latest issue of the OG&B
Fun Funds Needs Your Help
Applications for APO (Final Day)
Today's Events
FIFA Friday in the Library
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Sandor Teszler Library Sandbox
Cost: Free
Details: Come play video games in the Library Sandbox. We'll have a Playstation 3 equipped with FIFA
11, FIFA South Africa, and Infamous (an RPG). (Bring your own games if you want to play something






LET'S GO. Women's Tennis at Home TODAY
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: Reeves Tennis Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford women's tennis team is at home at the Reeves Tennis Center TODAY at 2 p.m. to
face Kennesaw State. Following today's match, the Terriers will not play at home again until March 1
following a three match road swing. Come out and show your support this afternoon! CONNECT WITH





Date/Time: 2/17/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: All math faculty, math majors, minors, or people that just really love math are invited to join the
Math Departmental Tea today from 3:00-3:30 p.m. in the math suite (Olin 204). Come and get to know




Lecture/Lab/Tasting: The Miracle Fruit Berry
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: The Sandor Teszler Library Gallery 
Cost: Free
Details: Synsepalum dulcificum is a West African plant with a berry that causes sour foods taste
sweet. This effect is due to miraculin, which is used commercially as a sugar substitute. Dr. David
Pittman, Professor of Psychology at Wofford College, will lead an open lecture/lab/tasting with





LET'S GO. Baseball Season Opens TODAY
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Russell C. King Field
Cost: Free w/Wofford ID; Call 4090 for ticket info.
Details: The Wofford 2012 Wofford baseball season gets underway TODAY at 4 p.m. as the Terriers
welcome Kentucky to Russell C. King Field. The game with the Wildcats is the first of three games this
weekend against three different teams. Here's a look ahead to this weekend's action: TODAY v.
Kentucky, 4 p.m. SATURDAY v. Dayton, 2 p.m. SUNDAY v. Ball State, 1 p.m. Wofford will play 11 of the
first 14 games at Russell C. King Field with another home game against Presbyterian on March 8
slated to be played at Greenville's Flour Field. CONNECT WITH YOUR TERRIERS: Web:





All Colleges Happy Hour (Faculty/Staff only)
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Zarza
Cost: Your own drinks/food
Details: Hello all! As many of you know, many faculty/staff (and their friends) from all higher education
institutions in the area gather the third Friday of each month to get to know one another and build
friendships across institutions. We met last time in November and we have our next gathering today.
We are meeting at around 5:30 p.m. at ZARZA ECLECTIC CUISINE, downtown, not far from Morgan
Square http://www.zarzarestaurant.com/ Last three Happy Hours we had 20 people attending each of




"Friday Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




W.A.C's Black and Gold Ball Tonight
Date/Time: 2/17/2012 10:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V Galleria
Cost: Free
Details: What are you doing tonight? Come dressed in your best semi-formal attire and dance the night





Wofford Habitat Home 5K
Date/Time: 2/18/2012 8:30:00 AM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: $10 for Wofford Students
Details: In an effort to raise money to build our very own Wofford Habitat Home, Twin Towers is hosting
the Wofford Habitat Home 5K. The race will take place on Saturday morning, beginning at 8:30 am.
The cost of registration is $10, which includes a t-shirt. If you are interested in participating, visit
Burwell during lunch this week, sign up online at
https://runsignup.com/Race/SC/Spartanburg/WoffordHabitatHome5K, or sign up at the race. The race






Wake Forest Medical School Talk
Date/Time: 2/18/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Milliken Amphitheater 
Cost: Free
Details: Come join Dr. Grier from Wake Forest’s medical school for a talk about their school and the
admissions process. ALL pre-med students are encouraged to attend this informative and unique




Life After Study Abroad
Date/Time: 2/21/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in furthering their study abroad experience through international
opportunities to work, intern or volunteer abroad should attend this workshop. International Human
Resources consultant, Fran Jansen, will discuss ways to highlight skills gained from the study abroad
experience in interviews and graduate school applications. 
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Wofford's Got Your Back 
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: TBD
Cost: Donation of $9.50
Details: Located less than a mile from Wofford houses the second most impoverished student body in
the state. At Cleveland Elementary, 88% of the children are on free or reduced lunch and many,
according to Mr. Logan, come to school Monday "starving" and distracted from their work. For $9.50
YOU can help feed a child in need through our first ever weekend backpack program! On Feb. 24, 240
students at Cleveland will receive backpacks filled with non-perishable food items to help tie them over
from their last lunch on Friday to their first breakfast on Monday! For just $9.50, you can sponsor a
backpack from the month of February! Tax deductible checks can be made to Wofford College (subject
line: Wofford's Got Your Back!) and sent to Brenda McGuire in the Development Office OR please feel
free to contact me if you would like to assist with stuffing the backpacks (2/22) or purchasing the food





2nd Annual Karl "Tiny" Alexander Memorial Golf Tournament
Details: The 2nd Annual Karl "Tiny" Alexander Memorial Golf Tournament will be held on March 10 at
Fox Creek Golf Course in Lydia, South Carolina. The format will be a four man captain's choice style
tournament. There will be prizes for placing in the tournament, a silent auction, a $10,000 putt for cash,
tournament. There will be prizes for placing in the tournament, a silent auction, a $10,000 putt for cash,
and the chance to win a car if you are the first to get a hole-in-one. Please come to Lesesne 315 if you
would like to sign up for sponsorship or have a team in the tournament. The cost is $75 per player,




latest Issue of the OG&B
Details: Mailboxes were too full this Tuesday for us to put newspapers in your CPOs, so instead,
copies of the OG&B have been scattered around campus. Newspapers can be found in Roger Milliken
Science Center, the library, the Galleria, Campus Life, and the mail room. Be sure to pick one up and




Fun Funds Needs Your Help
Details: Fun Funds allocates $5,000 each year to Campus Union to encourage and support student-
sponsored events! So far this year, none of the funds have been utilized. If you have a great idea for an
exciting, campus-wide event, but are in need of money to make it a reality, then please contact Fun
Funds (funfundscommittee@gmail.com). Maybe you want to have a barbeque at Phase V. Maybe you
want to bring in a local band for a show on the Seal. Or maybe you want to host an outdoor movie
night. As long as your idea is fun and open to all students, then we can help make it happen! So get




Applications for APO (Final Day)
Details: Do you like serving others? Do you enjoy meeting new people? Well Alpha Phi Omega is the
organization for you. Alpha Phi Omega is one of the country's leading co-ed Service Fraternities and
the current members of Wofford's chapter are looking for fresh faces! If this sounds like something you
want to be a part of then complete the application at the following link




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT NOTICE: Admission Parking Lot Closed Monday, Feb. 20
Date: February 17, 2012 at 2:49 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Admission Parking Lot to be closed Monday, February 20
 
The Admission Parking Lot on the front of the Wofford campus will be closed to all faculty,
staff and students this Monday, February 20, 2012, beginning at 7:30 am.  Monday is the
Presidents’ Day holiday, and consequently, we are expecting over 40 Admission visitors
throughout the day.  The Board of Trustees also begins two days of meetings on Monday as
well.  The only way to accommodate these guests on the campus for parking is to make that
parking lot exclusive for their use. 
 
Please pardon the inconvenience; that lot should be accessible by the afternoon on Monday,





Senior Vice President for Administration and
Secretary to the Board of Trustees
Wofford College
429 North Church Street




From: Corbin, Laura H. CorbinLH@wofford.edu
Subject: REMINDER: Admission Parking Lot Closed Monday, Feb. 20
Date: February 19, 2012 at 5:41 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Admission Parking Lot to be closed Monday, February
20
 
The Admission Parking Lot on the front of the Wofford campus will be closed to all faculty,
staff and students this Monday, February 20, 2012, beginning at 7:30 am.  Monday is the
Presidents’ Day holiday, and consequently, we are expecting over 40 Admission visitors
throughout the day.  The Board of Trustees also begins two days of meetings on Monday as
well.  The only way to accommodate these guests on the campus for parking is to make that
parking lot exclusive for their use. 
 
Please pardon the inconvenience; that lot should be accessible by the afternoon on Monday,





Senior Vice President for Administration and
Secretary to the Board of Trustees
Wofford College
429 North Church Street





Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, February 20, 2012
Date: February 20, 2012 at 8:56 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, February 20, 2012
Today's Events
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple-Header
Upcoming Events
Life After Study Abroad
Periodic Table
Launch your Career in Public Accounting
French Film and Pizza Social
R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Wofford's Got Your Back




Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Fall & Summer 2012
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
latest issue of the OG&B
Fun Funds Wants to Fund You
Literacy Fund Raiser in Burwell
Apply to Twin Towers
Want to Help Improve Education Around the World
 
Today's Events
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple-Header
Date/Time: 2/20/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free






Life after Study Abroad
Date/Time: 2/21/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in furthering their study abroad experience through international
opportunities to work, intern or volunteer abroad should attend this workshop. International Human
Resources consultant, Fran Jansen, will discuss ways to highlight skills gained from the study abroad
experience in interviews and graduate school applications. 




Date/Time: 2/21/2012 11:45:00 AM
Location: Holcombe 
Cost: Free
Details: Welcome back all Chemistry Majors! Time to kick off our Periodic Table luncheon! (***NOTE
VENUE CHANGE***) Bring you lunch down to the Holcombe room and tell us all about your interim




Launch your Career in Public Accounting
Date/Time: 2/21/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: Enjoy a FREE DINNER and learn more about the Vanderbilt Master of Accountancy and MAcc
Valuation programs. (TO ATTEND THE DINNER, PLEASE RSVP to macc@owen.vanderbilt.edu.) The
Vanderbilt MAcc program is a full-time, one-year program designed for candidates from diverse
academic backgrounds who have strong communications skills, leadership abilities and an excellent
academic history. Vanderbilt partners with the world’s leading professional services firms—Deloitte,
Ernst & Young, Grant Thornton, KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers—to develop market-driven
curriculum and provide a process for pursuing placement in a paid 10-week spring semester internship.
You’ll be prepared to take the CPA exam and groomed for future success in the public accounting
profession as a well-rounded business professional. The Vanderbilt MAcc Valuation program is a one-
year, full-time program that prepares students from diverse quantitative-based majors for a focused
career in valuation at an international professional services firm. In this highly sought-after career path,
professionals use sophisticated modeling and quantitative analysis to help organizations value a range
of assets, including global securities, real estate, intellectual property and much more. With a
Vanderbilt MAcc Valuation degree, these selective, specialized opportunities are available to you. The
program offers the opportunity to pursue a 10-week paid internship with one of our partner firms, and
prepares you to sit for two of three levels of the Chartered Financial Analyst exams as well as the






French Film and Pizza Social
Date/Time: 2/21/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: The French Club proudly presents the first French Film and Pizza Social of the spring
semester. We will watch Azur et Asmar, a beautiful animated movie by Michel Ocelot. We will be eating
pizzas at 6 p.m. in Olin 115, then watch the movie in Olin 116. All students are invited! This film is
presented in conjunction with the French Curriculum. To help us with the food order, please sign up by





R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Date/Time: 2/21/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 104
Cost: Free
Details: The James Investment Fund will hold its first meeting of the semester Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
room 104 of Phase V. All students are welcome, finance and accounting majors and non-majors alike.





Wofford's Got Your Back
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: $9.50 Donation
Details: Located less than a mile from Wofford houses the second most impoverished student body in
the state. At Cleveland Elementary, 88% of the children are on free or reduced lunch and many,
according to Mr. Logan, come to school Monday "starving" and distracted from their work. For $9.50
YOU can help feed a child in need through our first ever weekend backpack program! On Feb. 24, 240
students at Cleveland will receive backpacks filled with non-perishable food items to help tie them over
from their last lunch on Friday to their first breakfast on Monday! For just $9.50, you can sponsor a
backpack from the month of February! Tax deductible checks can be made to Wofford College (subject
line: Wofford's Got Your Back!) and sent to Brenda McGuire in the Development Office OR please feel
free to contact me if you would like to assist with stuffing the backpacks on WEDNESDAY (2/22) at 3




Catholic Mass for Ash Wednesday
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: AAAS Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Father Ted Kalaw will celebrate the Catholic Mass for Ash Wednesday with distribution of
ashes on the Wofford campus this week (Feb. 22). The liturgy will begin at 5:30 p.m. in the AAAS
Room of the Burwell Building. After mass, there will be a meatless dinner appropriate for a day of
Room of the Burwell Building. After mass, there will be a meatless dinner appropriate for a day of
fasting. (Because of other activities in the building, it is requested that participants quietly enter AAAS





Date/Time: 2/22/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence, West Wing, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Come to Venture's spring kick-off meeting and launch your passion! Venture is Wofford’s
entrepreneurial group that provides guidance and expertise to help your dreams become a reality.
From idea development to organizational structure, Venture can help shape ideas and define
companies. Participation can be as much or as little as you like. We'll kick off the semester with an
overview of entrepreneurship, idea formulation and preview an upcoming business plan competition.





Date/Time: 2/23/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Game Room 
Cost: Free
Details: Has the beginning of the semester already got you down, or do you just want to relax and
have some fun with friends? Whichever the case, grab a buddy and come join the Math and Swords &
Boards clubs for this month's Monthly Game Night! We'll be playing everything from Apples to Apples,






Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Fall & Summer 2012
Details: There are several grants available to students pursuing off-campus study during Fall and
Summer 2012. For information, please see http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=14594.
Financial need and academic merit are the principle considerations in awarding these grants. The
deadline for these applications is Monday, Feb. 27. 
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




latest issue of the OG&B
Details: Mailboxes were too full last Tuesday for us to put newspapers in your CPOs, so instead,
copies of the OG&B have been scattered around campus. Newspapers can be found in Milliken, the
library, the Galleria, Campus Life, and the mail room. Be sure to pick one up and check out our new




Fun Funds Wants to Fund You
Details: Fun Funds allocates $5,000 each year to Campus Union to encourage and support student-
sponsored events! So far this year, none of the funds have been utilized. If you have a great idea for an
exciting, campus-wide event, but are in need of money to make it a reality, then please contact Fun
Funds (funfundscommittee@gmail.com). Maybe you want to have a barbeque at Phase V. Maybe you
want to bring in a local band for a show on the Seal. Or maybe you want to host an outdoor movie
night. As long as your idea is fun and open to all students, then we can help make it happen! So get




Literacy Fund Raiser in Burwell
Details: Rotaract is raising money to purchase books for the Children Shelter. Giving children the
opportunity to read is very important. Make a difference today by donating $1.
Contact: Adrian R. McLellan
Email: mclellanar@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-616-1001
Apply to Twin Towers
Details: Twin Towers is a club which promotes service on the campus and in the community, and was
developed in order to bring opportunities for community service to the Wofford students. In the past,
Twin Towers has organized the Halloween Carnival, Terrier Play Day, and is currently raising money for
a Wofford Habitat for Humanity house. If you are interested in applying, please see the website





Want to help improve education around the world? 
Details: Following the undeniably inspirational convocation speech given by Dr. John Wood, a group of
faculty and students are going to start a Room to Read chapter on Wofford’s campus. Room to Read is
faculty and students are going to start a Room to Read chapter on Wofford’s campus. Room to Read is
the organization Dr. Wood started after leaving his high-powered career at Microsoft. The organization
seeks to help children pursue a quality education in order to reach their full potential and contribute to
their community and the world. Students involved in the chapter would raise awareness of the
organization and fundraise to build libraries and schools in various countries (hopefully Rwanda). For
more information about Room to Read visit www.roomtoread.org . The process of starting the chapter
is only in the beginning stages, but we need student interest to continue. If you are interested in
participating in a Room to Read chapter at Wofford, or have any questions please email Keely Blake






Lost: If you inadvertently hit a grey Volkswagen parked near Campus Life on Thursday, Feb. 16, and
didn’t notice the damage caused to the rear bumper, please contact Dr. C. Schmitz via email
(schmitzcl@wofford.edu) or by phone (X4512). It’s not too late to do the right thing. 
Contact: Dr. Catherine Schmitz
Email: schmitzcl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4512
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: Lister, Carole B. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LISTERCB
Subject: Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program (VITA)
Date: February 20, 2012 at 11:23 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:       Wofford Staff
 
                From:  Carole Lister
 
            IT IS A PLEASURE TO ANNOUNCE THIS EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
FROM JENNY JOHNSON     
 
Can we help you file your taxes?  Here at Wofford, the Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance (VITA) Program is available to help qualified
individuals file federal and state tax returns free of charge.  VITA is
conducted in partnership with the United Way of the Piedmont and
the Internal Revenue Service.  All volunteers are trained and certified
by the IRS, and can help with special tax credits such as the Earned
Income Credit and Child Tax credit.
In order to qualify, your household income must be less than
$50,000.  In addition to free tax preparation, we also offer free
electronic filing of your tax returns.
If you are interested, please contact Jenny Johnson at 597-4469 or




From: Wofford Center for Professional Excellence wofford@reply.bronto.com
Subject: The "how to" Series is Back!
Date: February 20, 2012 at 4:00 PM
To: Stone, R. Phillip StoneRP@Wofford.Edu
Success Initiative • Career Services • Sophomore Experience • Venture
Boston Terrier Consulting Group • Institute for Professional Development
 
The average employer spends only 10 seconds looking at a
resume. In that 10 seconds, your future is decided. If your resume doesn't
make a good first impression, you'll never get the interview.
 
Most people spend years building their education and work experience, yet
devote almost no time to drafting a document that communicates their value.
Don't make that mistake! Whether you're a career veteran or just
starting out, a polished, clear and concise resume is a must-have
for everyone -- not just the job-seekers.
 
In the third installment of the "how to" series, Scott Cochran, Dean of the
Center for Professional Excellence and a 20-year business veteran, will
discuss how you can create the perfect resume. 
how to: create the perfect resume
Tuesday, February 28
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
The Center for Professional Excellence
Conference Room
1st Floor, West Wing, Village Phase V
(located on the corner of Osage and Evins Streets)
Wofford College 
Topics covered:   
The importance of keywords
PAR statements
Toss the “objective” statement
How much is too much?
Why spellcheck isn’t enough 
The t-shirt & jeans approach 
All members of the Wofford community are invited to attend. We
hope to see you there!
WOFFORD COLLEGE
WOFFORD COLLEGE
429 N. Church Street | Spartanburg, SC 29303 | United States | 864-597-4000
This message was sent to stonerp@wofford.edu
To manage your preferences or unsubscribe, please click here.
Trouble viewing this message? Click here.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, February 21, 2012
Date: February 21, 2012 at 9:03 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Launch your Career in Public Accounting
French Film and Pizza Social
R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Upcoming Events
Introducing the Mentoring Network
Ash Wednesday Imposition of Ashes
Wofford's Got Your Back
LET'S GO. Final Home Women's Basketball Game Wednesday
Poet Stephen Dunn
United
Executive Speaker Series: John Bauknight '89
Undergraduate Research Abroad with SIT
Service and Civic Engagement
Announcements
Plan An Event AND Get Funding For It
Apply to Twin Towers
Childcare Needed




Date/Time: 2/21/2012 11:45:00 AM
Location: Holcombe
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Welcome back all Chemistry Majors! Time to kick off our Periodic Table luncheon! (***NOTE
Details: Welcome back all Chemistry Majors! Time to kick off our Periodic Table luncheon! (***NOTE
VENUE CHANGE***) Bring you lunch down to the Holcombe room and tell us all about your interim





Date/Time: 2/21/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Launch Your Career in Public Accounting
Date/Time: 2/21/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: The Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: Enjoy a FREE DINNER and learn more about the Vanderbilt Master of Accountancy and MAcc
Valuation programs. (TO ATTEND THE DINNER, PLEASE RSVP to macc@owen.vanderbilt.edu.) The
Vanderbilt MAcc program is a full-time, one-year program designed for candidates from diverse
academic backgrounds who have strong communications skills, leadership abilities and an excellent
academic history. Vanderbilt partners with the world’s leading professional services firms—Deloitte,
Ernst & Young, Grant Thornton, KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers—to develop market-driven
curriculum and provide a process for pursuing placement in a paid 10-week spring semester internship.
You’ll be prepared to take the CPA exam and groomed for future success in the public accounting
profession as a well-rounded business professional. The Vanderbilt MAcc Valuation program is a one-
year, full-time program that prepares students from diverse quantitative-based majors for a focused
career in valuation at an international professional services firm. In this highly sought-after career path,
professionals use sophisticated modeling and quantitative analysis to help organizations value a range
of assets, including global securities, real estate, intellectual property and much more. With a
Vanderbilt MAcc Valuation degree, these selective, specialized opportunities are available to you. The
program offers the opportunity to pursue a 10-week paid internship with one of our partner firms, and
prepares you to sit for two of three levels of the Chartered Financial Analyst exams as well as the





French Film and Pizza Social
Date/Time: 2/21/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: The French Club proudly presents the first French Film and Pizza Social of the spring
semester. We will watch Azur et Asmar, a beautiful animated movie by Michel Ocelot. We will be eating
pizzas at 6 p.m. in Olin 115, and then watch the movie in Olin 116. All students are invited! This film is
presented in conjunction with the French Curriculum. To help us with the food order, please sign up by






R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Date/Time: 2/21/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 104
Cost: Free
Details: The James Investment Fund will hold its first meeting of the semester today at 7 p.m. in room
104 of Phase V. All students are welcome, finance and accounting majors and non-majors alike. Come





Introducing the Mentoring Network
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 11:15:00 AM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V
Cost: 
Details: Would you like to work with an alumni mentor? A mentor is a person who already has
experience in your planned career field and who can share his/her wisdom and knowledge about how
to best prepare for that career. Whether you've already chosen a field or are still trying to decide,
alumni mentors can give you first-hand advice and tips on whether or not it's right for you. Mentoring
relationships can happen in person or via email, telephone, text, Skype, etc. Come find out more about
the Mentoring Network at a training session. Students must complete the session to be paired with
mentors. 
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Ash Wednesday Imposition of Ashes
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 12:25:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: The season of Lent begins with Ash Wednesday. Join Chaplain Robinson in Mickel Chapel at
12:25 p.m. this Wednesday for a brief service of Imposition of Ashes as the observance of Lent begins.




Wofford's Got Your Back 
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: $9.50 Donation 
Details: Located less than a mile from Wofford houses the second most impoverished student body in
the state. At Cleveland Elementary, 88% of the children are on free or reduced lunch and many,
according to Mr. Logan, come to school Monday "starving" and distracted from their work. For $9.50
YOU can help feed a child in need through our first ever weekend backpack program! On Feb. 24, 240
YOU can help feed a child in need through our first ever weekend backpack program! On Feb. 24, 240
students at Cleveland will receive backpacks filled with non-perishable food items to help tie them over
from their last lunch on Friday to their first breakfast on Monday! For just $9.50, you can sponsor a
backpack from the month of February! Tax deductible checks can be made to Wofford College (subject
line: Wofford's Got Your Back!) and sent to Brenda McGuire in the Development Office OR please feel
free to contact me if you would like to assist with stuffing the backpacks on WEDNESDAY (2/22) at 3




LET'S GO. Final Home Women's Basketball Game Wednesday
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free w/ Wofford ID; Gen. Public: $1.00!
Details: Come out Wednesday night and support the Wofford women's basketball team in the final
home game of the season as they host rival Furman at 6 p.m.! Wednesday's game is a "Fan
Appreciation Night" - tickets for the general public are only $1.00 and as always admission is free with






Date/Time: 2/22/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 2/22/2012 9:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: United provides a great time of worship through music, prayer, and Scripture reading. Take a
break from studying and come join us on Wednesday at 9 p.m. in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. All




Executive Speaker Series: John Bauknight '89
Date/Time: 2/23/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence, West Wing, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: The Executive Speaker Series Presents: John Bauknight '89, Owner and Founder of Longleaf
Holdings, USA. Since graduating from Wofford with a degree in psychology, John has been active in
the startup of several entrepreneurial ventures, including Shred First. In seven years, Shred First was
twice named by INC. Magazine as one of the country's 500 fastest growing, privately-held companies.
This is a great opportunity to meet John and ask questions about managing a start-up.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Undergraduate Research Abroad with SIT
Date/Time: 2/23/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in doing undergraduate research and courses abroad for the semester or
summer should attend this meeting. SIT has programs all over the world in a variety of research areas,
including public health, sustainability, and fine arts. For more information see
http://www.sit.edu/studyabroad/.
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Service and Civic Engagement
Date/Time: 2/23/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115/116
Cost: Free
Details: A monthly series presented by students and faculty of the Department of Foreign Languages.
Come and listen how other faculty/students make a change in the community! They will present on
their experiences volunteering locally and abroad. Presentations: Erin McGaha - Caring for orphans in
Nicaragua; Ben Green - Introducing children to Wofford with “La U y Tú”; Lindsay Perret - Costa Rica






Plan an Event AND Get Funding for It
Details: Fun Funds allocates $5,000 each year to Campus Union to encourage and support student-
sponsored events! So far this year, none of the funds have been utilized. If you have a great idea for an
exciting, campus-wide event, but are in need of money to make it a reality, then please contact Fun
Funds (funfundscommittee@gmail.com). Maybe you want to have a barbeque at Phase V. Maybe you
want to bring in a local band for a show on the Seal. Or maybe you want to host an outdoor movie
night. As long as your idea is fun and open to all students, then we can help make it happen! So get




Apply to Twin Towers
Details: Twin Towers is a club which promotes service on the campus and in the community, and was
developed in order to bring opportunities for community service to the Wofford students. In the past,
Twin Towers has organized the Halloween Carnival, Terrier Play Day, and is currently raising money for
a Wofford Habitat for Humanity house. If you are interested in applying, please see the website
http://www.wofford.edu/serviceLearning/twinTowers/ and complete the application. Applications are due






Details: Wofford professors are in need of childcare, M-F from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. The position can be
divided between two people (one MWF, the other Tu/Th). The job requires a car to pick-up two kids
(ages 9 and 11) at 2:30 p.m. at Pine St. School and help them finish homework or do activities at their
home until 4:30 p.m. $10 per hour. Some previous experience with children needed. Contact Dr.




O-Staff and RPM Applications Online
Details: Make sure you take a moment to apply online to be part of O-Staff and RPM at





Lost: I left a watch with a brown leather band at the Wofford gym on Friday afternoon. My wedding ring





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 22, 2012
Date: February 22, 2012 at 9:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 22, 2012
Today's Events
Introducing the Mentoring Network
Ash Wednesday Imposition of Ashes
"Fitness @ 5:30" Classes and Qigong Tonight
Catholic Mass for Ash Wednesday




Undergraduate Research Abroad with SIT
LET'S GO. Final Home Men's Basketball Game Saturday
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Literacy Fund Raiser in Burwell
Want to Help Improve Education around the World?
"NORMAL" the Musical
Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards
Orientation Staff Applications- Deadline Extended
Venture Spring Meeting Rescheduled




Introducing the Mentoring Network
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 11:15:00 AM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Would you like to work with an alumni mentor? A mentor is a person who already has
experience in your planned career field and who can share his/her wisdom and knowledge about how
to best prepare for that career. Whether you've already chosen a field or are still trying to decide,
alumni mentors can give you first-hand advice and tips on whether or not it's right for you. Mentoring
relationships can happen in person or via email, telephone, text, Skype, etc. Come find out more about
the Mentoring Network at a training session. Students must complete the session to be paired with
mentors. 
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Ash Wednesday Imposition of Ashes
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 12:25:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: The season of Lent begins with Ash Wednesday. Join Chaplain Robinson in Mickel Chapel at
12:25 today for a brief (15-20 min) service of Imposition of Ashes as the observance of Lent begins. Fr.




"Fitness @ 5:30" Classes and Qigong Tonight
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Qigong (at Gibbs Stadium) @ 5:00, Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @




Catholic Mass for Ash Wednesday
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: AAAS, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Father Ted Kalaw will celebrate the Catholic Mass for Ash Wednesday with distribution of
ashes on the Wofford campus today (Feb. 22). The liturgy will begin at 5:30 p.m. in the AAAS Room of
the Burwell Building. After mass, there will be a meatless dinner appropriate for a day of fasting.
(Because of other activities in the building, it is requested that participants quietly enter AAAS from




LET'S GO. Final Home Women's Basketball Game TONIGHT
Date/Time: 2/22/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free w/ Wofford ID; Gen. Public: $1.00!
Details: Come out TONIGHT and support the Wofford women's basketball team in the final home
game of the season as they host rival Furman at 6 p.m.! TONIGHT'S game is a "Fan Appreciation
Night" - tickets for the general public are only $1.00 and as always admission is free with a Wofford ID.
CONNECT WITH YOUR TERRIERS! Web: Woffordterriers.com Facebook: "like" Wofford Terriers






Date/Time: 2/22/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 2/22/2012 9:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: United provides a great time of worship through music, prayer, and Scripture reading. Take a
break from studying and come join us on Wednesday at 9 p.m. in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. All





Undergraduate Research Abroad with SIT
Date/Time: 2/23/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in doing undergraduate research and courses abroad for the semester or
summer should attend this meeting. SIT has programs all over the world in a variety of research areas,
including public health, sustainability, and fine arts. For more information see
http://www.sit.edu/studyabroad/.
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
LET'S GO. Final Home Men's Basketball Game Saturday
Date/Time: 2/25/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free w/ Wofford ID; Call 864-597-4090 for tickets
Details: The final home men's basketball game of the season is Saturday night at 7 p.m. as the
Terriers host Furman. Student attendance has been great all season, let's make Saturday night the
biggest crowd of the year and BEAT THE PALADINS! As always, Youngstown will have free drinks and
popcorn for students! CONNECT WITH YOUR TERRIERS! Web: Woffordterriers.com Facebook: "like"






Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Literacy Fund Raiser in Burwell
Details: Rotaract is raising money to purchase books for the Children Shelter. Giving children the
opportunity to read is very important. Make a difference today by donating $1.
Contact: Adrian R. McLellan
Email: mclellanar@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-616-1001
Want to Help Improve Education around the World? 
Details: Following the undeniably inspirational convocation speech given by Dr. John Wood, a group of
faculty and students are going to start a Room to Read chapter on Wofford’s campus. Room to Read is
the organization Dr. Wood started after leaving his high-powered career at Microsoft. The organization
seeks to help children pursue a quality education in order to reach their full potential and contribute to
their community and the world. Students involved in the chapter would raise awareness of the
organization and fundraise to build libraries and schools in various countries (hopefully Rwanda). For
more information about Room to Read visit www.roomtoread.org . The process of starting the chapter
is only in the beginning stages, but we need student interest to continue. If you are interested in
participating in a Room to Read chapter at Wofford, or have any questions please email Keely Blake






Details: On Monday, Feb. 27 at 7:30 p.m., in McMillian theater we will be hosting "NORMAL" an award
winning live rock musical. This musical is based on the story of a family's struggle with an eating





Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards
Details: To the Campus Community: We are conducting a survey to better understand your campus
lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your
overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes and your responses are
confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-survey.com/wofford. If you
cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser address bar and hit enter.




Orientation Staff Applications- Deadline Extended 
Details: Orientation Staff Applications located online at www.wofford.edu/orientation/staffapplication/
has been extended to Friday, Feb. 24, at 5 p.m. for you who are procrastinating! Make a difference and




Venture Spring Meeting Rescheduled
Details: The Venture Spring Kick-Off Meeting originally scheduled for tonight at 6 p.m. has been
rescheduled for Wednesday, February 29 at 6:00 p.m.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
RPM Applications- Deadline Extended 
Details: RPM Applications located online at www.wofford.edu/orientation/staffapplication/ has been





Details: Come out and support the spring semester Blood Drive. The "Blood Vessel" bus will be parked




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, February 23, 2012
Date: February 23, 2012 at 8:51 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, February 23, 2012
Today's Events
Executive Speaker Series: John Bauknight '89
Blood Drive
Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
New York Knicks v. Miami Heat in HD










Executive Speaker Series: John Bauknight '89
Date/Time: 2/23/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence, West Wing, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: The Executive Speaker Series Presents: John Bauknight '89, Owner and Founder of Longleaf
Holdings, USA. Since graduating from Wofford with a degree in psychology, John has been active in
the startup of several entrepreneurial ventures, including Shred First. In seven years, Shred First was
twice named by INC. Magazine as one of the country's 500 fastest growing, privately-held companies.
This is a great opportunity to meet John and ask questions about managing a start-up.





Date/Time: 2/23/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Front of Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and support the spring semester blood drive. The "Blood Vessel" bus will be parked




Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 2/23/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @ 11:30, Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:30,




New York Knicks v. Miami Heat in HD
Date/Time: 2/23/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come Watch Jeremy Lin and the New York Knicks take on LeBron James and the Miami Heat




Service and Civic Engagement
Date/Time: 2/23/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115/116
Cost: Free
Details: A monthly series presented by students and faculty of the Department of Foreign Languages.
Come and listen how other faculty/students make a change in the community! They will present on
their experiences volunteering locally and abroad. Presentations: Erin McGaha - Caring for orphans in
Nicaragua; Ben Green - Introducing children to Wofford with “La U y Tú”; Lindsay Perret - Costa Rica











Details: Come out to celebrate everyone's birthday in the Shipp Lounge on Friday, February 24th at
3:30pm. Cupcakes, drinks, party favors and music will be provided, and you will have a chance to meet






Details: The Wofford community is reminded that an announcement for an event or a general
announcement may be run twice in any one week. Announcements that are submitted more than twice
will only be run on the first two days that they appear. This policy is in place to help keep the daily
announcements current and not repetitive. If you have a correction that needs to be made to an





Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Fall & Summer 2012
Details: There are several grants available to students pursuing off-campus study during Fall and
Summer 2012. For information, please see http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=14594.
Financial need and academic merit are the principle considerations in awarding these grants. The
deadline for these applications is Monday, February 27. 




Details: Wofford professors are in need of childcare, M-F from 2:30 to 4:30. The position can be
divided between two people (one MWF, the other Tu/Th). The job requires a car to pick-up two kids
(ages 9 and 11) at 2:30 at Pine St. School and help them finish homework or do activities at their home
until 4:30. $10 per hour. Some previous experience with children needed. Contact Dr. Goodchild or Dr.





Details: Twin Towers is a club which promotes service on the campus and in the community, and was
developed in order to bring opportunities for community service to the Wofford students. In the past,
Twin Towers has organized the Halloween Carnival, Terrier Play Day, and is currently raising money for
a Wofford Habitat for Humanity house. If you are interested in applying, please see the website
http://www.wofford.edu/serviceLearning/twinTowers/ and complete the application. Applications are due
by 5:00 PM Friday, February 24th. Applications can be submitted by email






Lost: A blue camelback water bottle with a purple Yosimite carabineer clipped on. Lost a few days ago.




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, February 24, 2012
Date: February 24, 2012 at 9:17 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, February 24, 2012
Today's Events
FIFA Friday
La U y Tu
Birthday Bash
"Friday Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader
Upcoming Events
Guest Speaker
TED Conference Live Webcast
Announcements
Wofford College Campus Union President Elected
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
"NORMAL" the Musical





Date/Time: 2/24/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Sandor Teszler Library Sandbox
Cost: Free
Details: Come play video games in the Library Sandbox. We'll have a Playstation 3 equipped with FIFA
11, FIFA South Africa, and Infamous (an RPG). (Bring your own games if you want to play something





La U y Tu
Date/Time: 2/24/2012 3:15:00 PM
Date/Time: 2/24/2012 3:15:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Twin Towers will partner with IFYC to host the first graders of ARCH from Arcadia Elementary
School on campus today from 3:15 till 5 p.m. We will meet at 3:15 p.m. in front of Anna Todd Wofford
Center to welcome the kids. This will be a great La U y Tu that you won't want to miss! We need all the





Date/Time: 2/24/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: Shipp Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: Come out to celebrate everyone's birthday in the Shipp Lounge today at 3:30 p.m. Cupcakes,





"Friday Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader
Date/Time: 2/24/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free






Date/Time: 2/28/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V: 113
Cost: Free
Details: Mr. John Kittredge, South Carolina Supreme Court Justice, (The Courts and Public




TED Conference Live Webcast
Date/Time: 2/28/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: From Tuesday at 2 p.m. thru Friday at 3:45 p.m., AAAS Room will transform into our link to the
2012 TED conference. Speakers include Bill Nye (the science guy), T. Boone Pickens, Phillippe Petit
(high wire artist who walked a wire between the Twin Towers), Daily Show contributor John Hodgeman,
(high wire artist who walked a wire between the Twin Towers), Daily Show contributor John Hodgeman,
and SO MANY MORE. TO see the full program schedule go to:
http://conferences.ted.com/TED2012/program/guide.php. NOTE: times are listed in Pacific time. Add 3
hours to the times listed to convert to Eastern Standard Time. 




Wofford College Campus Union President Elected
Details: The Elections & Nominations Committee of the Wofford College Campus Union is pleased to
announce the election of the newest student body president, Mr. Ronald L. Norman’13 of Woodruff,
SC. Ron is a Bonner Scholar and a member of the Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity.  Last fall he spent a
semester of study in South Africa, and he recently completed an Interim at WSPA News Channel 7.
 His strong work ethic and his student experiences will drive his student government leadership. Ron
and the newly-elected Vice President Andrew Strasburger (Spartanburg, SC), three-term Secretary
Brantlee Tinsley (Greenwood, SC) and newly-elected Treasurer, Shrimukan Selvakumar (Ridgeland,
SC) and the assembly persons to be elected March 7th will be sworn in by the Chair of the Judicial
Commission ten minutes after six in the evening on March 12, 2012. President Norman and the rest of
the new cabinet can be reached at CampusUnion@Wofford.edu, where they welcome and encourage




Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at





Details: On Monday, Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m., in McMillian Theater we will be hosting "NORMAL" an
award winning live rock musical. This musical is based on the story of a family's struggle with an eating




Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Details: To the Campus Community: We are conducting a survey to better understand your campus
lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your
overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes and your responses are
confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-survey.com/wofford. If you
cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser address bar and hit enter.





Lost: A blue camelback water bottle with a purple Yosimite carabineer clipped on. Lost a few days ago.




Lost: Where's the remote? The remote for the TV's in the Center for Professional Excellence Idea Lab




Found: A silver, single key was found in the parking area behind RMSC. It is a large Key with ACE




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, February 27, 2012
Date: February 27, 2012 at 8:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, February 27, 2012
Today's Events
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple-Header
"NORMAL" the Musical
Upcoming Events
TED Conference Live Webcast
Franco-German Carnival
Interested in Pharmacy School?
Free Practice LSAT
Introducing the Mentoring Network
Leap Year Cook Out
Who owns your Genes?
Announcements
Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards
Taco Dog Donate Your Discount Day
Girl Scout Cookies
Let the Battle Begin
 
Today's Events
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple-Header
Date/Time: 2/27/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 2/27/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillian Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tonight in McMillian theater at 7:30 p.m. for "NORMAL". This is an exciting Rock





TED Conference Live Webcast
Date/Time: 2/28/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room in Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: From Tuesday at 2 p.m. thru Friday at 3:45 p.m., AAAS Room will transform into our link to the
2012 TED conference. Speakers include a Nobel Peace Prize winner, the director of DARPA, the
creative genius behind TOY STORY and SO MANY MORE. TO see the full program schedule go to:
http://conferences.ted.com/TED2012/program/guide.php. NOTE: times are listed in Pacific time. Add 3
hours to the times listed to convert to Eastern Standard Time. 




Date/Time: 2/28/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell
Cost: Free for students; $4.25 for professors with ID
Details: Please join the French and German departments as we celebrate the Carnival season in
Burwell! There will be French and German food, as well as beads, masks and information about




Interested in Pharmacy School?
Date/Time: 2/29/2012 9:00:00 AM
Location: Acorn Cafe - RMSC 9am-12pm
Cost: Free
Details: A representative from the SC College of Pharmacy, one of the best pharmacy schools in our
great state, will visit us this coming Wednesday between 9 a.m. – 12 noon. Come meet Alfred Moore
III, Director of Student Services. He has a wealth of knowledge to share with you about pharmacy
school and careers in pharmacy. If you desire a career in healthcare, then don‚t miss this special
opportunity. It’s never too early or too late to network with healthcare professionals who help and guide
towards your future endeavors. 





Date/Time: 2/29/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Join the EKH Pre-Law Society this Wednesday night for a FREE practice LSAT! This event is
open to all Wofford students, so please come take advantage of this wonderful study opportunity. Email




Introducing the Mentoring Network
Date/Time: 2/29/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Would you like to work with an alumni mentor? A mentor is a person who already has
experience in your planned career field and who can share his/her wisdom and knowledge about how
to best prepare for that career. Whether you've already chosen a field or are still trying to decide,
alumni mentors can give you first-hand advice and tips on whether or not it's right for you. Mentoring
relationships can happen in person or via email, telephone, text, Skype, etc. Come find out more about
the Mentoring Network at a training session. Students must complete the session to be paired with
mentors. 
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Leap Year Cook Out
Date/Time: 2/29/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V Patio
Cost: Free
Details: Come out for free hotdogs and hamburgers and raffle prizes to kick off the new semester. The




Who owns your Genes?
Date/Time: 2/29/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Buzz Scherr, professor of law at the Franklin Pierce Law Center in New Hampshire, will give
an update on the status of gene patents--and in particular the lawsuit against Myriad Genetics--since
his talk at Wofford two years ago.





Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Details: To the Campus Community: Wofford Dining Services is conducting a survey to better
understand your campus lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable
insight to help improve your overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes
and your responses are confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-
survey.com/wofford. If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser




Taco Dog Donate Your Discount Day
Details: Date/Time: 2/28/2012 All Day Location: Taco Dog Who: Wofford students, faculty and staff.
Dine out at Taco Dog this Tuesday for lunch and/or dinner and support the Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society! All members of the Wofford community will be able to donate their 10% discount to LLS. Taco
Dog will in turn match the total contribution with 20% of the day’s sales. Be sure to mention you wish to




Girl Scout Cookies 
Details: Kappa Delta will be helping the Girl Scouts sell cookies during dinner at Burwell from 5 to 7
p.m. Cookies are $4.00 a box so make sure you bring cash! 
Contact: Sullivan Short and Lucy Stadler 
Email: shortes@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-704-5041
Let the Battle Begin
Details: The Fun Funds Committee is offering a unique opportunity this year to ANY Wofford musical
act with the Wofford's first ever BATTLE OF THE BANDS event on Thursday, March 15. The winning
act gets to perform at the Spring Concert on Saturday, May 5! Email the committee by Friday, March 9
with the names of all band/group members and genre of music to sign up for the contest. At least one
member of the group must be a Wofford student--this is NOT open to outside artists. Acts must provide







Lost: My flag was stolen Fri/Sat this weekend inside the locked gate at the back of Black Science
Annex outside my office! This time the flag was the historic “Join or Die” serpent that Ben Franklin
coined when the southern states were threatening succession. Again the flag and pole are gone.
Whoever “finds” it please return to Campus Safety…NO QUESTIONS ASKED. Thank you!
Contact: Mark Olencki, Wofford Photographer
Email: olenckimo@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4176
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Bookstore Closed on Feb. 28 until 1 p.m.
Date: February 27, 2012 at 9:48 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To: The Wofford Faculty, Staff and Students:
 
The Wofford Bookstore will be taking inventory on Tuesday, February 28, and will be






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, February 28, 2012
Date: February 28, 2012 at 8:53 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, February 28, 2012
Today's Events
PSA @ the Table
La Table Française
Guest Speaker
TED Conference Live Webcast
Franco-German Carnival
Today’s Fitness Classes: YOGA New Addition
PSA Bible Study
How to: Create the Perfect Resume
Upcoming Events
Free Practice LSATs
Study Abroad in Denmark
PRIVACY [?]
Relay for Life Committee Meeting
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Taco Dog Donate Your Discount Day
ATTENTION: Scholarship Opportunity for Pre-Med and Psychology Majors
Gender Conference: Abstracts Due
RPM Application Deadline Extended
 
Today's Events
PSA @ the Table
Date/Time: 2/28/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Zach's, in front of Java City
Cost: Free
Details: Grab a lunch from Zach's and enjoy the company of fellow Wofford Students as the
Presbyterian STUDENT Association talks about our faith and future. Hope to see you there!




La Table Française 
Date/Time: 2/28/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Ginkgo Room
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Do you want to practice your French in a relaxed setting? Or just listen to the beautiful
language of Molière? Come and join us for a meal in a friendly environment! It's a fun and nice way to
get to know your peers, your French Profs and learn French in an informal way! Students of all levels of






Date/Time: 2/28/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V: 113
Cost: Free
Details: Mr. John Kittredge, South Carolina Supreme Court Justice, (The Courts and Public




TED Conference Live Webcast 
Date/Time: 2/28/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room in Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: TODAY from 2 -10 p.m. AAAS Room will transform into our link to the 2012 TED conference.
Today's Speakers include string theorist, Brian Greene, kinetic sculptor, Reuben Margolin, and
neuropsychologist, Steven Pinker. To view the full program schedule go to:
http://conferences.ted.com/TED2012/program/guide.php. NOTE: times are listed in Pacific Time. Add 3
hours to the times listed to convert to Eastern Standard Time. You may purchase dinner from Burwell
and bring your tray to AAAS during session 2 from 5:15-7 p.m. Outside food and drinks are also
welcome.




Date/Time: 2/28/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell
Cost: Free for students; $4.25 for professors with ID
Details: Please join the French and German departments as we celebrate the Carnival season in
Burwell! There will be French and German food, as well as beads, masks and information about




Today’s Fitness Classes: YOGA New Addition
Date/Time: 2/28/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff “Only” @ 11:30 a.m., Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @





Date/Time: 2/28/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House
Cost: Free
Details: Come over to the PSA House (across from the main gates of Wofford) and enjoy a warm
meal, Bible study, and the fellowship of other Spartanburg college students. ALL students are welcome.




How to: Create the Perfect Resume
Date/Time: 2/28/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: The average employer spends only 10 seconds scanning a resume. In those 10 seconds, your
future is decided. Join Scott Cochran, Dean of the Center for Professional Excellence and a 20-year
business veteran, for a tutorial in creating a resume that communicates your value to employers. You
do not need to have a resume in order to participate. This session will be valuable for all class years,
but juniors and seniors should attend if possible. For topics covered, visit
www.wofford.edu/center/howto 





Date/Time: 2/29/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Join the EKH Pre-Law Society this Wednesday night for a FREE practice LSAT! This event is
open to all Wofford students, so please come take advantage of this wonderful study opportunity. Email
Anna Henson at hensonam@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. 
Contact: Anna Henson 
Email: hensonam@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-496-5258
Study Abroad in Denmark
Date/Time: 3/1/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad for the semester or summer in Denmark should attend
this meeting. DIS offers coursework in English in most Wofford majors/minors, including pre-medicine,
business, economics, psychology and many more. For more information see http://www.dis.dk.




Date/Time: 3/1/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: What do you know about government access to your DNA, your cellphone, your whereabouts,
and ...everything else? Buzz Scherr, professor of law at the Franklin Pierce Law Center in New
Hampshire, will discuss the new status of privacy (and the lack thereof) given recent key court cases
and the rise of new technologies.
Contact: Prof. Charles D. Kay
Email: kaycd@woffod.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4583
Relay for Life Committee Meeting 
Date/Time: 3/1/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater 
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford Relay Committee will be meeting Thursday, March 1, at 7 p.m., in the Olin
Theater. Free drinks and pizza will be provided for everyone in attendance. The purpose of this
meeting is to give our Relay Update, hand out supplies, collect cash money from teams, and host our
letter writing campaign. If you are interested in participating in Relay or creating a team, you should
definitely come! For those who have already signed up, remember to bring addresses of your friends





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at





Taco Dog Donate Your Discount Day
Details: Date/Time: 2/28/2012 All Day Location: Taco Dog Who: Wofford students, faculty and staff
Details: Dine out at Taco Dog this Tuesday for lunch and/or dinner and support the Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society! All members of the Wofford community will be able to donate their 10% discount to
LLS. Taco Dog will in turn match the total contribution with 20% of the day’s sales. Be sure to mention




ATTENTION: Scholarship Opportunity for Pre-Med and Psychology Majors
Details: The 2013 Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship application process is now
accepting applications! US Medical Supplies, in Raleigh, NC, a top online retailer of medical supplies
and mobility aids such as life chairs, mobility scooters, stair lifts, and wheelchair lifts, is excited to bring
back the Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship! As an industry leader, US Medical Supplies
recognizes the importance of education and the incredible potential of tomorrow's medical
professionals, and rewards this scholarship to a student every year. The Medical Professionals of
Tomorrow Scholarship is available to full-time college students who are pursuing a course of study in a
medical field, including those studying to become a doctor, nurse, physical therapist, anesthesiologist,
radiologist, and all those who are pursuing other medical fields! One applicant will be selected, out of
the many, to receive this $5,000 scholarship award. With this award, US Medical Supplies hopes to
contribute to the future of the medical field by offering the winning student financial assistance to help
cover the expenses of tuition and books. To receive this scholarship each applicant must answer the
following question in 500 words or more: What person and/or event inspired you to pursue a career in a
medical field, and how do you plan on capitalizing upon this experience in your field? You must also
meet the following requirements: • You must be enrolled in an accredited two-year, four-year school, or
a graduate program in the United States. • Must have one year of college experience. • You must be
enrolled as a full-time student. • You must be enrolled in an educational program that is related to the
medical field. • You must be a legal resident of the United States. • You must complete the application
and submit your response to the essay question by December 31st, 2012. • Your response to the essay
question must be at least 500 words in length. • You must like us on Facebook. For complete





Gender Conference: Abstracts Due
Details: If you have been preparing an abstract of a paper that you would like to read at the annual
Conference on Gender, the deadline is Feb. 29. The Conference takes place on March 26 in the





RPM Application Deadline Extended
Details: The deadline to apply to be an RPM has been extended to March 9, with interview groups
meeting the week of March 12. For more information about being an PRM, please contact Laura Kate
Gamble, Carlin Connelly (co-chairs for 2012) or Beth Wallace. apply online at:










For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Full TED Schedule for Wednesday
Date: February 29, 2012 at 8:28 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
It’s a busy week here at Wofford College and you have a lot to do [students, good luck on your tests :-)]. 
Give yourself permission to take just 1 hour and 45 minutes to attend a TED session this week.  Here is
today’s line up.  Viewing begins TODAY at 11:30pm in AAAS (downstairs in the
Burwell building).  Thursday’s and Friday’s schedules are attached.  (p.s. There’s chocolate- lots and lots
of chocolate).
Wednesday, February 29, 2012
Session 4: The
Lab                     11:30 –
1:15pm EST in AAAS (lunch
may be purchased from regular
Burwell options)
Henrik Schärfe Roboticist
Regina Dugan Director of DARPA
Jack Choi Technologist
Marco Tempest Techno-illusionist
Donald Sadoway Materials engineer
Julie Burstein Writer and radio producer
Session 5: The Earth                 
2:00 – 3:45pm EST in AAAS
Karen Bass Natural history filmmaker
Sharon Beals Photographer
Wade Davis Anthropologist, ethnobotanist
James Hansen Climatologist





Crowd                   5:15 –
7:00pm EST in AAAS (Dinner
may be purchased from
Burwell cafeteria)
Cameron Carpenter Organist
Reid Hoffman Social entrepreneur
Lior Zoref Crowdsourcing advocate
Jen Pahlka Code activist
Frank Warren Secret keeper
Reggie Watts Vocalist, beatboxer, comedian
  
Session 7: The
City                            8:00 –
9:45pm EST in AAAS
JR Street artist
Edward Glaeser Economist
Eduardo Paes Mayor of Rio de Janeiro
Suja Lowenthal Vice mayor of Long Beach
Mama Foundation Gospel for
Teens Teen choir
To learn more about each session:  http://conferences.ted.com/TED2012/program/guide.php
Reminder:  Times listed on the TED website are PACIFIC TIME
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 29, 2012
Date: February 29, 2012 at 9:09 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, February 29, 2012
Today's Events
Interested in Pharmacy School?
TED Conference Live Webcast
Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Introducing the Mentoring Network
Free Practice LSAT
TONIGHT! "Who Owns Your Genes?"
Upcoming Events
Study Abroad in Denmark
Holy Communion
Two to Tell Study Abroad Presentations
Announcements
Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards
Latest Issue of the OG&B around Campus
Spanish Honor Society
Success in Biology
Bookstore "Leap Year" Sale TODAY
 
Today's Events
Interested in Pharmacy School?
Date/Time: 2/29/2012 9:00:00 AM
Location: Acorn Cafe – Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: A representative from the S.C. College of Pharmacy, one of the best pharmacy schools in our
great state, will visit us today between 9 a.m. – 12 noon. Come meet Alfred Moore III, Director of
Student Services. He has a wealth of knowledge to share with you about pharmacy school and careers
Student Services. He has a wealth of knowledge to share with you about pharmacy school and careers
in pharmacy. If you desire a career in healthcare, then don‚t miss this special opportunity. It‚s never too
early or too late to network with healthcare professionals who help and guide towards your future
endeavors. 
Contact: Dr. Bryan Splawn
Email: splawnbg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4669
TED Conference Live Webcast 
Date/Time: 2/29/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: AAAS Room in Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: TODAY from 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m. AAAS Room will transform into our link to the 2012 TED
conference. Today's Speakers include Roboticist, Henrik Scharfe, rasio producer, Julie Burstein,
photographer, Sharon Beals, and secret keeper, Frank Warren. To view the full program schedule go
to: http://conferences.ted.com/TED2012/program/guide.php. NOTE: times are listed in Pacific time.
Add 3 hours to the times listed to convert to Eastern Standard Time. You may purchase lunch or dinner
from the regular Burwell options and bring your tray to AAAS during session 4 and session 6. You may
also provide your own lunch or dinner.
Contact: Dr. Stacey Hettes
Email: hettessr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4659
Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 2/29/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Qigong class at Gibbs Stadium @ 5:00.... In Richardson Dance Studio: Ab-Lab @ 5:30,




Introducing the Mentoring Network
Date/Time: 2/29/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Would you like to work with an alumni mentor? A mentor is a person who already has
experience in your planned career field and who can share his/her wisdom and knowledge about how
to best prepare for that career. Whether you've already chosen a field or are still trying to decide,
alumni mentors can give you first-hand advice and tips on whether or not it's right for you. Mentoring
relationships can happen in person or via email, telephone, text, Skype, etc. Come find out more about
the Mentoring Network at a training session. Students must complete the session to be paired with
mentors. 




Date/Time: 2/29/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Anna Henson at
hensonam@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
hensonam@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Anna Henson 
Email: hensonam@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-496-5258
TONIGHT! "Who Owns your Genes?"
Date/Time: 2/29/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Buzz Scherr, professor of law at the Franklin Pierce Law Center in New Hampshire, will give
an update on the status of gene patents--and in particular the lawsuit against Myriad Genetics--since
his talk at Wofford two years ago.




Study Abroad in Denmark
Date/Time: 3/1/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad for the semester or summer in Denmark should attend
this meeting. DIS offers coursework in English in most Wofford majors/minors, including pre-medicine,
business, economics, psychology and many more. For more information see http://www.dis.dk.




Date/Time: 3/1/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The first service is this Thursday, March 1, from 11 - 11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain
Robinson and open to all.
Contact: Dr. Ron Robinson
Email: robinsonrr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Two to Tell Study Abroad Presentations
Date/Time: 3/1/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy this creative competition judged by experienced international travelers. We
use a fast-paced, exciting format. See your friends present on their experiences overseas using 6
compelling images and a two minute story. Come support your friends, encourage them to win the
competition.





Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Details: To the Campus Community: Wofford Dining Services is conducting a survey to better
understand your campus lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable
insight to help improve your overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes
and your responses are confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-
survey.com/wofford. If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser




Latest Issue of the OG&B around Campus
Details: The latest issue of the OG&B has been distributed around campus. Read about the new
Multicultural Affairs Director, Kendra Stewart, the upcoming Relay for Life event, Cribb's Kitchen's new
Starving Student Saturday discounts, view the picture of the week, and complete the crossword.
Papers can be found in Roger Milliken Science Center, the library, Olin, Phase V the SI room, the mail





Details: During Interim an announcement went out to prospective members of Sigma Delta Pi, the
Spanish Honor Society. Several students applied, and they are being considered for membership.
There are also several students returning from study abroad who may qualify as well. If you have at
least a 3.35 GPA overall, a "B" or better average in your Spanish courses--including one at the 300
level, and have a strong interest in the peoples and culture of the Spanish-speaking world, please





Details: Are you a freshman taking Biology Classes here at Wofford...contemplating on whether this is
the right major? Or are you a sophomore who still doesn't know how to study for Bio tests? If either one
of these descriptions fits you please come out Thursday, March 1, at 7 p.m. in McMillan Theater to hear
Dr. Goldey, Chair of the Biology Department give you not only insights, but also helpful tips on how to




Bookstore "Leap Year" Sale TODAY
Details: The bookstore is having a "Leap Year" one day sale TODAY. All cold weather gear is 25% off.
Details: The bookstore is having a "Leap Year" one day sale TODAY. All cold weather gear is 25% off.




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: Wofford Alumni Office wofford@reply.bronto.com
Subject: Wofford Basketball SoCon Tourny Pre-Game Event
Date: February 29, 2012 at 11:55 AM
To: Stone, R. Phillip StoneRP@Wofford.Edu
Alumni Site • Make a Gift • Wofford Today • Follow Us! • Career Services • Athletics
Come support the Terriers in the
SoCon Tournament!
Wofford Basketball SoCon Tournament Pre-game Event
 Saturday, March 3
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
The Southern Kitchen & Bar
41 N. Lexington Ave.
Asheville, NC 28801
Two blocks from the Civic Center on the Corner of Lexington and Walnut 
 
Parking in the Civic Center Parking Deck or on the
Rankin Avenue Parking Deck
 
RSVP to the Alumni Office - alumni@wofford.edu
(The Southern Kitchen & Bar can hold up to 70 on the inside
but has a patio on the outside) 
 
For game tickets contact Shelby Taylor at (864) 597-4090
by 5:00 p.m. Thursday, March 1.
Tickets are $16.00 each and will be picked up at the Player Pass gate. 
Tickets are also good for the prior game and can be picked up at 11:00 a.m.
WOFFORD COLLEGE
429 N. Church Street | Spartanburg, SC 29303 | United States | 864-597-4000
This message was sent to stonerp@wofford.edu
